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Synopsis

This paper summarizes an experimental and analytical study of
ship manoeuvring, with special emphasis on the use of a research-
'purpose simulator for evaluating the behaviour of large tankers in
deep water as well as in harbour entrances and canals. In an intro-
ductory Section some new results from full-scale measurements and
simulator studies are given to illustrate the demands put on a mathe-
matical model in the two extreme applications: course-keeping in deep
water and manoeuvring in a canal bend.

Well-known derivations of rigid body dynamics and homogeneous
flow solutions for forces in the ideal case are included to form skeleton
of the mathematical model. Separate equations handle helm and
engine controls. Coefficients and parameters are made non-dimensional
in a new systemhere designated the "bis" system as different from
the SNAME "prime" system generally usedin which the units
for mass, length and time, respectively, are given by the mass of
the ship, mr the length, L, and the time required for travelling one

ship length at a speed corresponding to V"=-FnL=1,11--
g

Semi-empirical methods are suggested for estimates of the force and
moment derivatives. Special consideration is given to added masses
and rudder forces in view of their predominant importance to course-
keeping behaviour; the rudder forces measured On a scale model are
corrected for differences in wake and screw loading before application
to full-scale predictions. Non-linear contributions to hull forces are
included in second order derivatives, relevant to the cross-flow
concept.

The extension of the mathematical model to the confined-water
case is based upon the theoretical results by NEWMAN, INOUE, and
,others, and upon relations found from special calculations and ex-
periments_ In the model the hydrodynamic interferences appearing
in forces and moments due to the presence of port and starboard
side wall restrictions and bottom depth limitations are represented by
additional terms containing higher order derivatives with respect to
three suitable confinement parameters, 7,)=77s+np, TI=71,-7), and

tot2-
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In a canal the asymmetrical forces are considered as due to the added
effects from port (p) and starboard (s) walls rather than as the effect
of an off-centreline position; primarily n is a measure of this position,
17 a measure of the bank spacing.

The mathematical model is here applied for evaluation of model
test data obtained for the Swedish 98,000 t.dw. tanker MALM6HUS
in the VBD laboratories. Oblique towing and rotating arm tests
were performed in "deep" and shallow water. Oblique towing tests
were also run at various distances from a vertical wall in the deep
tank, and in two Suez-type canal sections. The effect of shallow water
was especially large in force non-linearities. Missing data for bottom
and wall effects on added mass and inertia are taken from theory
and from test results due to FUJIN°, respectively.

The deep-water predictions for zig zag test and spiral loop prove
to be in good agreement with full-scale trial results. Analogue com-
puter diagrams are given to show the effects of shallow water upon
definite manoeuvres and upon course-change transients following
auto-pilot trim knob settings. A few results are included to illustrate
auto-pilot position control of the tanker in free water, in shallow
water, between parallel walls and in a canal.

Essentially this report is a reproduction of a paper presented to
the Eighth Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics,
held in Pasadena in August 1970. Part of Section 9 is new, however,
as are some diagrams, and a final Section on conclusions and sug-
gestions for future research has been added.

1. Introduction

On Course-Keeping in Deep Water
The average depth of the oceans is some

3 8 0 0 m. Small native crafts still steer their ways between nearby
islands in these oceans. New ships are built to transport ever larger
quantities of containers or bulk cargoes at a minimum of financial
expense between the continents.

It is not necessarily obvious that the helmsman shall be able to
control a mammoth tanker on a straight course. A few years ago
ship operators were stirred by the published results of an analytical
study, interesting in itself, which in fact did indicate, that manual
control of ships would be impossible beyond a certain size. Upon



request by the shipbuilders a series of real-time simulator studies
were initiated at SSPA in autumn 1967 to investigate manual as
well as automatic control of large tankers then building, [1].1)

At an early stage of these tests the helmsman was found to con-
stitute a remarkably adaptive control element, which could not be
simulated by a simple transfer function. As could be expected a
rate display proved to make course keeping more easy; the rate
signal was even more essential to the auto-pilot.

The simulator findings were confirmed in subsequent prototype
trials. The diagrams of Fig. 1 compare simulator and prototype
rates of change of heading and yaw accelerations for a large tanker
as steered by the author in a Force 6 following sea. (In the simulator
case the sea disturbance was represented by a cut-off pseudo-random
white noise of predetermined root mean square strength, that was
fed into the yaw loop) This particular tanker is dynamically unstable
on a straight course, and the steady-state t (5)-diagram from a deep-
water spiral test exhibits a hysteresis loop with a total height of
0.5°/s and a total width of a little more than 3° of helm. If yaw rate
is maintained within some 40 per cent of the loop height value it
has been found possible to control the straight heading by use of
small helm only. This figure must not be generalized, however.

The use of the computer-type simulator for the prediction of ship
behaviour implies the adoption of a suitable mathematical model and
the knowledge of a number of coefficients in this model. An alter-
native technique that simulates full-scale steering by controlled free-
sailing ship models is still in use. Mostly the steering has been exercised
by manual operation of the controls, and it has been claimed that at
least comparative results should then be valid. It is likely that the
truth of this statement depends on the actual speed and size (and
time constants) of the prototype ship as well as of the model scale
ratio used.

Time is scaled as square root of length. Human response time may
be "scaled" within certain limits only. The (8)-diagrams of Fig. 2
demonstrate results of simulated steering of the tanker prototype
already referred to, as well as of her fictive models of four different
sizes. (Note that curves run anti-clockwise with time.) The smallest
"model" is in scale 1:100, i.e. it has a length of 3.1 m, which should
permit free-sailing tests in several in-door facilities. The two helms-

') The numbers within brackets refer to the list of references in Section 16.
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Full scale single-channel record IC Helmsman: Author)
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Sea disturbance

Simulator records ( Helmsman: Author

Fig. 1. Manual steering of an unstable 230,000 t.dw. tanker in quartering sea. Prototype
and simulator records.

men, who both had their own kind of steering philosophy and
who were allowed a short training period in each case, both fai-
led to maintain the proper control of the two smaller "models".

The control of a ship on a straight course is governed mainly by
the effective inertia, by the yaw damping moment, by the rudder
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Fig. 2. Simulator tests of manual steering of an unstable 230,000 t.dw. tanker In real
and speeded-up time. Yaw rate versus helm angle. (Numbers along curves indicate

minutes in real time.)
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force available, and by the time this force is applied. A mathematical
model intended for studies of manual or automatic steering may there-
fore be quite simple; in contrast to the test basin model it may
include proper corrections for the large scale effects often present in
rudder force data. (Cf. Section 7.)

Fig. 3 repeats the original simulator 1/4)-curves from real-time
straight running, recorded by use of the "complete" mathematical
model, but it also presents results from tests with a linear model as
well as with a model, which contains no other hydrodynamic contri-
butions than those in lateral added inertias and rudder forces. No
major differences were experienced in using these three models of
increasing simplicity.

On Manoeuvring in Confined Waters
Manoeuvring, involving yaw rates and drift velocities which are

not small compared to the forward speed, demands a mathematical
model of considerable complexity. An useful presentation of non-linear
characteristics has been given by MANDEL, [2]. One particular non-
linear model designed to include manoeuvres in confined waters will
be more fully discussed in subsequent Sections of this paper.

The average depth of the oceans is some
3800 m. But ocean voyages start and terminate
at ports behind the shallow waters of the inner
continental shelve s. Additional confinements are presented
by many of the important gateways of world trading, such as the
Straits of Dover and Malacca, the Panama Canal, and the Suez
Canal now closed.

The maximum draughts of "large" ships have always been limited
by bottom depths of docks and harbours, and of canals and canal
locks. With few exceptions the requirements placed on under-
keel clearancesby ship owners or by authoritieshave been cho-
sen solely with a view to prevent actual ship grounding or excessive
canal bed erosions. Thus the Suez Canal Authorities
accepted a nominal blockage ratio of 1:4 for ships in northbound
transit at a maximum speed of 13 kilometres per hour, corresponding
to a mean back-flow velocity of some 1.5 m/s.

To-day new limits are imposed by the depths of ocean sills as well
as by the depths and widths of open sea port approaches. The potential
dangers of a large oil tanker navigating in such waters under, say,



"Complete" model:

Linear model:

Model using inertia and rudder forces only
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g. 3. Simulator tests of manual steering of an unstable 230,000 t.dw. tanker using
alternative mathematical models. Yaw rate versus helm angle.
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Plan and typical section of dredged channel

Part of yaw rate record in transit

Fig. 4. Example of yaw rates recorded on 210,000 t.dw. tanker
in harbour approach.

the influence of an unexpected change of cross current must not be
denied. Whatever nautical experience the master or pilot may possess.
he is still in need of actual data and of means to convert this informa-
tion to helm and engine orders. Automatic systems on a predictor
basis are likely to appear in a near future, [3].

In the planning for dredged entrance channels and harbour turning
basins the manoeuvring properties of the ships must no longer be
overlooked. The upper drawing of Fig. 4, reproduced from ref. [4],
shows part of the plan view and a typical section of the buoyed
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channel for 200,000 t.dw. tankers unloading at a new oil terminal.
Before entering the 900 starboard turn the speed is brought down
to less than 2 knots, and the tanker then proceeds under slow acce-

- leration by own power. Breaking tugs are used on quarters, and
bow and stern tugs assist in the S-bend. The lower diagram of Fig.
4 is taken from SSPA records of yaw rates in the passage; the initial
curvature corresponds to r'=0.175, and the maximum rate of change
of angular velocity is of the order of 0.0005°/s2 at a forward speed of
2.3 knots.

In general the lateral forces on the ship will all increase as water
depth turns smaller, and the dynamical stability is also likely to
increase. From extensive measurements by FUJINO it appears, how-

ever, that the picture is not so simple, and that for some ships there
may be a "dangerous" range of depth-to-draught ratios, in which
the dynamic stability gets lost, [5].

Recent model tests indicate that the large-value non-linearities,
such as the lateral cross-flow drag at high values of drift, do increase
even more than the linear contributions governing the inherent
stability conditions. Whereas these non-linearities may be omitted
in the mathematical model of the ship in a canal the bank effects here
introduce destabilizing forces, that are again highly non-linear.

ars. I rftled $o
meoevees ...today plot ow.,

Fig. S. 60,0W t.dw. tanker southbound through Suez Canal on 36' draught.. Abstract
of records in KM 57 bend. -
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The effects of well-known forces experienced by a ship sailing
parallel to the bank of a canal are clearly apparent in the record
from a Suez Canal transit here reproduced in Fig. 5, [6]. (The posi-
tions in the canal as well as the width between beach lines were derived
from triangulation by use of two simple sighting instruments designed
for the purpose.) Upon approach to the Km 57 bend the ship is
slightly to port of the canal centre line. The pilot orders port helm
for two minutes, by which the ship is pushed away from the near
bank and the desired port turn is also initiated. Back on centre line
the ship mainly turns with the canal. In spite of a starboard checking
rudder she again moves closer to the port bank, and again port rudder
has to be applied, etc.

So far analytical studies of ships moving in canals have been dealing
with straight running. It is believed that the mathematical model
which is presented here may also be extended to the case of slowly
widening and bending canals.

yo

Fig. 6. Inertia frame and body axes, etc.
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2. Symbols and Units, etc.
When applicable the symbols and abbreviations here used have

been chosen in accordance with the ITTC recommendations, [7].
Some new symbols are introduced to define the position and orienta-
tion of a ship in confined waters. (See also Section 10.)

The system of axes fixed in space is 00x0y0z0, that fixed in the
body or ship is Oxyz. The point of reference 0 lies at distance Lpp/ 2
forward of A.P. of the ship. (Cf. Fig. 6 and Section 4.)

Dimensional numbers are given in metric units unless otherwise
stated. Generally coefficients and relations are expressed in non-
dimensional forms. In addition to the non-dimensionalizing "prime"
system usually adopted use is here made of a new "bis" system,
further presented in Section 3.

A dot above a variable stands for a derivation with respect to
time. Partial derivatives of forces and moments are designated by
the proper subscript attached to the force or moment symbol.

Symbol Definition
Physical

Dimension Remarks

A
Ac
Ao
Au

A,

Ai.

A
B

CD
D
F
Fnh

En,
I
I if.
J
K

KQ
Kr
L

Section area of hull
Channel section area
Midship section area
Added mass. i= 1,2,3; j =1,2,3
Added mass. i =4,5,6; j=4,5,6
Added mass. i=1,2,3; j=4,5,6
Added mass in horizontal oscill. in a
free surface, neglecting gravity
Added mass in horizontal oscillation,
unbounded fluid
Total proj. area of rudder

proj. area of rudder
Beam of hull
Cross-flow drag coeff., 3-dim.
Diameter of propeller
Force vector
FROUDE number on depth

FROUDE number on length
Moment of inertia
Mass product of inertia
Propeller advance coefficient
Rolling moment about x axis
Propeller torque coeff.
Propeller thrust coeff.
Length of hull

L2

L2

L2

M
ML2

ML

M

M

L.
L2

L -
L
MLT -2

ML2
ML2

ML2T-2

L

Foh-=V119.2,

FoL=VI V gL=V"

7.

-,zz="-"'zz
J=u(1w)InD

KQ =--QP I pn2D°
Kr=TPIpn2D4
L=LPP

Moveable



Symbol Definition
Physical

Dimension Remarks

M
M
N
P
(2

R
R
S
T
T
TL

U
V

Vc
V,
Iv
W

X,Y,Z
yRR
yR

a
a
a

ail
b

b

c

co
d

g

g
h
h

k'1,
kr
kv

kzz
1

m
m
n

P
g
p,q,r
rome

s
s

Pitching moment about y axis
Moment vector
Yawing moment about z axis
Step response quality number
Torque about propeller shaft
Turning radius
Resistance
Surface area
Hull draught
Propeller thrust
Kinetic energy of liquid
Total flow velocity
Velocity of origin of body axes
Speed of water current
Ship speed over ground
Channel width in general
Bank spacing, half of
Hydrodynamic forces along body axes
Y-force due to rudder
Y-force on rudder proper

Depth to top of rudder
Half-distance between source and sink
Water surface elevation
Slope of lift coefficient curve
Half-beam of body
Height of rudder
Flow velocity past rudder
Cross-flow drag coeff., 2-dim.
Distance of source and sink from wall
Gap between rudder and hull
Gravity vector
Depth of water
Vector in general
Coefficients of accession to inertia
Do
Corr. factor for rudder inflow
Do
Non-dim, radius of gyration
Half-length of body
Mass of body
Strength of source
Number of revs, of prop. in unit time
Pressure in general
Stagnation pressure
Angular velocity components of 12
Max. radius of equivalent body of
revolution
Lateral thrust factor
Sinkage

ML2T-2
ML2T- 2

ML2T- 2-
ML2T-2
L
MLT-.
L.
L
MLT-2
ML2T-2
LT-.
LT-.
LT-.
LT-.
L
L
MLT-2
MLT-2
MLT-2

L
L
L

L
L
LT-.

L
L
LT-2
L
Undef.

L
M
L2T-.
T-1
ML-.T-.
ML-.T- 2
T-1
L

L

N"=NImgL

Pos. driv. forw'd
r'=LIR
X(R)= R

.,_
V"= V/ VgL

2TF=.-Ws Wp

i=1,2,3
i=4,5,6
Cf. eq. (7.4)

m"----= 1

Cf. Section 7

I

I

-

I
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Symbol Definition
Physical

Dimension

_

Remarks

't

1 u,v,w
w

x,y,z

1 X0 y0,

V.
A ,

A,.

A,,
(I)

W
Q

13

y
y

S

8*

E
E

7P

np

ns

I

, 9

II ly"

,,

,

a 1

1

Iso

0
0
w

!I

. ,

Time

Thrust deduction factor
Components of V along body axes
Wake fraction
Orthogonal coordinates of a right-
handed system of body axes
Orthogonal coordinates of a right-:
handed system of space axes
(inertia frame)

Weight displacement
Volume displacement

Volume displacement at rest
Aspect ratio
Aspect ratio of rudder
Do for rudder+ plane wall image
Velocity potential
Stream function
Angular velocity of ship ;

Angle of attack
Angle of drift
Frequency parameter
.Coeff. of heading error term in
proportional rudder control
Rudder angle (deflection)
Rudder angle ordered by auto pilot.
"Effective" rudder angle
Phase lead angle
Restricted water depth (under-keel
clearance) parameter
Ship-to-bank distance parameter
Bank spacing parameter
Port bank distance parameter
Starboard bank distance parameter
Engine output torque ratio
Angle of pitch

1 Body mass density ratio.

Mass density of water
Coeff. of rate of change of heading
term in proportional rudder control
Prismatic coefficient
Angle of roll or heel
Angle of yaw, or heading error

frequency
Reduced frequency

1

-=
LT-1

L

IVILV2
L3

_
-=-

L1T-1
L2T-1
T-1

L

.

--

-=-

ML-3
T

=

T-1
-,,-

L
t" ---- t1-V

9

.

,

' A = apgV0= mg
Normal approx.,:

1 V=-V,

A.,:=.82'/Ar

A,..= 2A,.

i(1)g7L,"=0/L1/

I tan IS = v lu
y = V wig =u"w -
"Rudder ratio"

S'e=8 for tr--, r =0

C=T/(h T)

'77= 'Is+ n p_
77 =7/,--- np
rip= LAW yo)

77,=--LI(W 5 yo)

p,=?ntpVe. For
norm. surface ships

. 1

"Rate (time)
constant"

1

--=--4011LIg

il ea'=.8,L/V:.;.; ca "/u
Circular

L

L3

=
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3. Non-Dimensionalizing by Use of the "Bis" System
The use of non-dimensional coefficients is accepted in all branches

of ship theory, and when motion studies are considered even the
variables of the equations are often normalized.

Within the field of manoeuvring a unit for time is usually the time
taken by a body to cover the distance of its own length, and the unit
for velocity then is most naturally given by the momentary speed
V= (u2+,2)1/2. If the body does not move forward this definition is
less attractive. In the system just mentionedwhich is recommended
by ITTC and which in most cases is fully adequatesymbols for
non-dimensional quantities usually are indicated by a prime.

The unit for length almost always is chosen equal to the length
L of the body, and for the common surface ship more specified L=L.

The unit for mass is mostly taken as the mass of a certain volume
of the liquid, defined in terms of the body or ship geometry. In the
"prime" system already referred to, reference volumes are, say,

L3 [8] or 4 DT [9], the latter one used with the reference area LT
suggested by the wing analogy.

In case of bodies, which are supported mainly by buoyancy lift,
the main hull contour displacement V, is perhaps the most natural
reference volume: if body mass then is m=p, p V, the non-dimen-
sional mass is equal to IL. (When treating heavy aircraft dynamics
GLAUERT chose ppV in place of pV for the mass unit, [10].) In normal
ship dynamics p.=1, whereas for heavy torpedoes p,-= 1.3-1.5, say;
the symbol p. will be rejected in certain applications.

Here a consistent normalization of motion modes and forces will
be made in a new system, the "bis" system, where the unit for mass
is m-=ppV0, the unit for length is L and the unit for linear acceleration
is equal to g, the acceleration of gravity. From this the unit for time

is , and it also follows Table I.

It will be noted that, in the system suggested, a non-dimensional
velocity is given by the corresponding FROEDE number, and that
all forces are related to the displacement gravity load = ppgV, of
the body. (Cf. quotients such as R/A, "resistance per tons of displace-
ment", used in other fields of applied naval architecture.)
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P
Mass (M) P.PV o P L. L.T

2 2

Length (L) L L L

Time (T)
1//T'

L L

Vg T7 17

Linear velocity 1797' V V

V2 V2
Linear acceleration 9 L --L

V V
Angular velocity

Vgi I 1

9 V. V.
Angular acceleration

L L. L.

Force PPYV 0 V.L. V.LT
2 2

Moment PPgV oL V.L. f- V.L.T
') 2

2\70
Reference area L. LT

17

Table I.

Unit for "Bis" system "Prime" system

It is custommary to form a non-dimensional force coefficient by

dividing by the product of a stagnation pressure (q=
-2

V2) and a

reference area, and of course the new system will not demand any
different rules. In place of the velocity V, however, here is choosen
that particular velocity which corresponds to FL=1, i.e. the normal-

ized stagnation pressure is q=
-2

gL. The reference area then is seen

2V, 2V
to equal p, , or, for the normal surface ship, id .

L--
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(x)2, (5)3

-r77 x° I x)i

Fig. 7. Graphical deduction of the absolute time derivative of a vector OP, =h defined
in the moving body system.
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4. Kinematics in Fixed and Moving Systems

The two orthogonal systems of axes here used, Ooxoyozo fixed in
spacethe inertia frameand Oxyz fixed in the body, are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. The orientation of the body axes may be derived,
from an original identification with the inertia frame, by the succes-
sive rotations through the angle of yaw, 0, the angle of pitch, 0,
and the angle of roll, 0, respectively, defined around the body axes
z, y, and x in their progressively changed positions.

In a certain moment of time the relation between the space vector
CI,P=x op and radius vector OP=xp. invariant in the body system,
is given by

x oP x00 =Ax7, (4.1)



where the orthogonal transformation matrix reads

[cos
ik cos 0 sin iii cos 0+cos ik sin 0 sin 0

A= sin iir cos 0 cos cos +sin iii sin 0 sin 0
sin 0 cos 0 sin 0

sin ik. sin 0+ cos ik sin 0 cos 0
cos iii sin +sin tir sin 0 cos 0

cos 0 cos 0

When applied in opposite direction the transformation is

xp----A-1(x0px00)=A(x01 x00)
where A is the transposed matrix, in which rows and columns appear
in interchanged positions.

In particular, note that the gravity vector go=gio will be given
by the column vector

g - sin 0
g=A g cos 0 sin 0 (4.4)

g cos 0 cos 0
in the moving system.

From Fig. 7 will be seen how the absolute (total) value of the time
derivative of any vector h in the body system may be calculated from
the relation

fl1b8=h+s-axh (4.5)

The angular velocity vector 52 may now be expressed in terms of
the Eulerian angles and their time derivatives: For the vector h
there is 110=Ah and

habs = A(Alid-Ah)=Ii+A (4.6)

and so the column vector CA is obtained from the corresponding anti-
_ .

symmetric angular velocity matrix for the product AA,

sin 0
52= tA cos 0 sin 0+0 cos 0 (4.7)

cos 0 cos 0-0 sin 0

The angular velocity components resolved in the inertia frame are

4,-=p+g sin 0 tan 0+r cos 0 tan 0
6--=--g cos 0r sin 0 (4.8)
tlf=r cos 0 sec 0+g sin 0 sec 8

19

(4.2)

(4.3)

-
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In the special case of motion in a horizontal plane in absence of
rolling and pitching it is tk =r.

In Section 8 an expression will be required for the absolute accelera-
tion of a mass element dm at station P(x, y, z) in a body moving
through the water with velocity V. From (4.5) then

In presence of a homogeneous steady current Vo a term Avg is
to be added to the right hand member of eq. (4.9). In practical applica-
tions this current may be assumed to take place in planes parallell
to the horizontal, so that V,S is fully identified by u 4; the body

4

-and v1v+v,` cos 1i uoc sin tif. It is easy to show that wherea-s-the
twe-tipper--Fews-of the column matrix for the acceleration in (4.10)
will remain unchanged,

in place of qu pv.
looked-in-the-literature,-the motiu of a submarine-will-in-fact be
influenced by a steady horizontal-current. To the surface ship in
horizontal manoeuvres, however, this homogeneous current will only
mean a steady shift of the path; alternatively, if a certain straight
course is required heading shall compensate for the steady drift.
The local finite current, on the other hand, generates varying outer
disturbances and shall be handled by other means.

5. Flow Phenomena and Forces on a
Ship in Free Water

Ideal-fluid Concepts
As a source of reference for further discussions this Section re-

capitulates some of the characteristics of the flow past a ship in free
or open water.

0r q ury + qz
VP= r 0pq p 0

v+rxpz
wqx±py

(4.9)

and by a repeated application of the transformation formula

fi rv +qw(q2+ r2)x+(pqt)y+(rp+q)z
ap)abs = tpw+ru(r2+p2)y+(qrp)z+(pq+i)x (4.10)

w qu + pv (p2 + q2)z + (rp q)x + (qr + p)y

4 -; -

=

and

the-point-P---aleng-
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When a double-body ship formi.e., a body which is symmetrical
about the xy-plane moves forward in a large volume of ideal-fluid
water the streamlines adjust themselves according to the laws of
continuity. The shape of those stream-lines remain the same at all
speeds. The increase of relative velocity past the wider part of the
body corresponds to a back-flow or return flow of the water pre-
viously in rest. This disturbance in the potential flow pattern extends
far into the fluid volumea beam-width out from the side of the body
the super-velocity still has a value, which is some 80 per cent of
that just outside the body.

From a resistance point of view the steady forward motion within
this ideal homogeneous fluid may lack some realism. According to
the D'ALEMBERT'S Paradox the body will experience no resultant
force. However, if the body is to be accelerated the kinetic energy of
the fluid must be increased. This energy increase is manifested by a
resistance, which for a given geometrical form is proportional to
the mass of displaced fluid and the amount of acceleration, i.e. to
the product of an "added mass" and the acceleration component in
the direction considered. The resultant force is not necessarily orien-
tated in the same direction.

In the simple steady motion the total energy certainly will remain
constant, but as the body moves forward through virgin fluid there
takes place in each transverse section a repeated particle acceleration
and transformation of energy. The impuls pressure distribution thus
generated will normally be unsymmetric, and so a free moment results
on the body. This moment may be expressed by a combination of
total-body added mass coefficients.

In the general case of a complex motion in the ideal homogeneous
fluid all the forces and moments will then be available in terms of
added masses and inertias, according to the theories originated by
KIRCHOFF [11] and LAMB [12]. In spite of the fact that these forces
will be modified by the presence of viscosity in the real fluid, and
that new forces will also be generated by the viscous effects, these
ideal results should be considered when formulating the mathematical
model.

If U is the velocity vector of the local fluid element the total kinetic

energy is given by TL= IT U2 dr, or in a potential flow generated

by the impulse pressure p(I)
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The integration is to be extended over the total boundary, i.e. over
the wetted surface of the body. Let the potential be written in linear-
ized form as

(1)-----0/u±02v+037D+04P+05q+06r (5.2)

with respect to the six component body velocities u. The six coeffi-
cients 41)i then are functions of the body geometry and of the position
in relation to the body.

The condition for fluid velocity at the body boundary

to equal the body normal velocity may be formulated by use of
the directional cosines for the normal in the Oxyz-system, whereby
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Here there are 21 different added masses (AO or "acceleration
derivatives". Force derivatives with respect to a linear acceleration
are of dimension IV, and moment derivatives with respect to an
angular acceleration are of dimension MD, as are the mass moments
of inertia. Cross coupling derivatives such as Xi,= A14 are of dimen-
sion ML.

If the body has a plane of symmetry there remain 12 different
acceleration derivatives, and for a body of revolution generated
around the x axis there are only the three derivatives A11, A22 and A.

The motion of the ideal liquid takes place in response to the force
and moment expended by the moving solid. At any time this motion
may be considered to have been generated instantaneously from rest
by the application of a certain impuls wrench. The rate of change
cf. eq. (4.5)of the impulse wrench is equal to the force wrench
searched for. Again, the work done by the impulse is equal to the
increase of kinetic energy, and as shown by MILNE-THOMSON [13]
the force and moment on the body may therefore be expressed in
terms of the kinetic energy of the liquid,

(5.1)

(5.3)
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(The partial derivations shall be considered as gradient operators.)
The complete formal expressions for the inertia forces in the ideal
fluid have been derived from eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) by ImLAv [14],
and they are given in eq. (5.5).
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Forces in Horizontal MotionsGeneral
Especially, for a body which is symmetrical with respect to its

xz-plane and which is moving in the extension of its xy-plane, there are
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By careful application of sound reasoning it is suggested that terms
to the right of the bar may be dropped. Terms containing the coeffi-
cient Y,: have been retained in view of the fore-and-aft unsymmetry
present particularly in propelled bodies.

The coefficients for it in X, for in Y, and for i. in N with signs
reversedare the most commonly well-known added masses and
added moment of inertia respectively. These inertia coefficients also
appear in some of the cross-coupling terms.

LAMB'S "coefficients of accession to inertia" relate added masses
to the mass of the displaced volume V (kii, i=1, 2, 3) and added
moments of inertia to the proper moments of inertia of the same
displaced volume i=4, 5, 6). LAMB calculated Ic, lc22 = /C33 and
lc55=k for the sphereoid of any length-to-diameter ratio, [15]. For
ellipsoids with three unequal axes the six different coefficients were
derived by GUREWITSCH and RIEMANN; convenient graphs are in-
cluded in ref. [16]. For elongated bodies in general the total added
inertias may be calculated from knowledge of two-dimensional section
values by strip methods, applying the concept of an equivalent
ellipsoid in correcting for three-dimensional end effects. (See further
below.)

Of special interest in eq. (5.6) is the coefficient Y in the
"MuNK moment", [17]. (See also discussion in [18].) This free broach-
ing moment in the stationary oblique translation within an ideal
fluid defines the derivatives

2V
N;=-- (k.-kii)

11,

(Cf. Table I.) The factor k22-1c11 may be looked upon as a three-
dimensional correction factor.

Due to energy losses in the viscous flow of a real fluid past a sub-
merged body the potential flow picture breaks down in the afterbody.
In oblique motion there appears a stabilizing viscous side force. So
far no theory is available for the calculation of this force, but semi-
empirical formulas give reasonable results for conventional bodies of
revolution. Force measurements on a divided double-body model of a
cargo ship form have demonstrated that some de-stabilizing force is
still carried on the afterbody but that most of the moment is due to
the side force on the forebody, predictable from low-aspect-ratio
wing or slender body theories, [18].

(5.7)
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Similar measurements on a divided body in a rotating arm shall
be encouraged. Contrary to the case of stationary pure translation
the pure rotation in an ideal fluid involves non-zero axial and lateral
forces. From eq. (5.6) the side force is given by X,iur, whereas the
moment here is Y ittr. For bodies of revolution the distribution of
the lateral force may be calculated as shown by HUNK [1 71 whereas
strip theory and two-dimensional added mass values may be used
for other forms. The magnitude of ideal side force as well as moment
are small, however, and in a real fluid the viscous effects are domi-
nating.

There are reasons to believe that the main results of the theories
for the deeply submerged body will also apply to the case of a surface
ship moving in response to control actions at low or moderate forward
speeds. Potential flow contribution to damping as well as inertia forces
depend on the added mass characteristics of the transverse sections
of the hull, and as long as these characteristics are not seriously
affected by the presence of the free surface the previous statement
comes true. However, an elongated body performing lateral oscilla-
tions of finite frequencies will generate a standing wave system
close to the body as well as progressive waves, by which energy is
dissipated. The hydrodynamic characteristics then are no longer func-
tions of the geometry only. At a higher speed or in a seaway displace-
ment and wave interference effects will further violate the simple
image conditions.

6. Calculations and Estimates of Hull Forces

On Added Mass in Sway and Added Inertia in Yaw
A brief review will here be given of the efforts made to calculate

the added mass and inertia of surface ships in lateral motions. Four
facts will be in support of this approach: The added masses are mainly
free from viscous effects; the added masses appear together with
rigid body masses in the equations of motions, and relative errors
are reducedthis is especially true in the analytical expression for
the dynamic stability lever, which involves only the small X,; ; the
added masses are experimentally available only by use of non-
stationary testing techniques, and in many places experimental data
must therefore be supplemented with calculated values; the added
masses are no unique functions of geometry only, and experiments
must be designed to supply the values pertinent to the problems faced.



The velocity potential for the two-dimensional flow past a section
of a slender body must satisfy the normal velocity condition at the
contour boundary as well as the kinematical condition for the relative
depression velocity at the free constant-pressure surface. In case of
horizontal as well as vertical oscillations this latter linearized condi-

tion is co 2 ±g LAMB [1 2] or, introducing the non-

dimensional potential .1) " /LgL and "

aoff
(6.1)

For a steady horizontal drift at moderate forward speeds one finds
a similar condition

ao" a20"
(6.2)ay "2aZ " --T132 "F nL2

which shall govern the local accelerations of the flow in the trans-
verse plane penetrated by the moving body [18].

As is seen from the two equations above the vertical velocities at
the water surface are zero in the limit of zero frequency or zero drift,

and negligible for co < r-g- or g2FL2<1. The water surface may

therefore be treated as a rigid wall, in which the underwater hull
and streamlines are mirrored, i.e. the image moves in phase with
the hull.

For high frequencies, where , the condition at the free

surface is .1)=0. The water particles move up and down normal to
the surface, but no progressive waves are radiated. At the juncture
of the horizontally oscillating submerged section contour and the free
surface this condition may be realized by the added effect of an image
contour, which moves in opposite phase. (Cf. WEINBLUM, [19].) The
value of added mass in this case, "neglecting gravity", is smaller than
the deeply submerged value by an amount equal to twice the image
effect.

Added masses A two-dimensional forms oscillating laterally
with very low frequencies in a free surface have been calculated by

for
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GRIM [20] and by LANDWEBER and MACAGNO [21], using a LATJRENT

series with odd terms to transform the exterior of a symmetric contour
into the exterior of a circle (TEODORSEN mapping). By retaining
the first three terms this transformation yields the well-known two-
parameter LEWIS forms, [22]; other combinations of three terms have
been studied by PROHASKA in connection with the vertical vibrations
of ships, [23]. Two terms (and one single selectable parameter for
the excentricity) define the semi-elliptic contour as that special case
with given draught, for which the added mass is a minimum. LAND-
WEBER and MACAGNO also made calculations of the added masses
AH in the high-frequency case. For the semi-elliptic contour ARIA=
4

which result was first found by LOCKWOOD-TAYLOR, [24].
77-

A basic theory for the dependence of the hydrodynamic forces on
finite frequencies was developed for the semi-submerged circular
cylinder by URSELL, [25]. By use of a special set of non-orthogonal
harmonic polynomials he found the velocity potential and stream
function that satisfied the boundary conditions and represented a
diverging wave train at infinity. Based upon similar principles TASAI

extended the calculations of added masses (and damping forces) for
two-dimensional LEWIS forms to include the total practical range of

swaying frequencies, [26]. His results are condensed in a number of
convenient tables and diagrams; the added mass values are seen to
vary even outside the limit values corresponding to zero and infinite

frequencies.
An application of a generalized mapping function technique to

ship section forms of arbitrary shape was performed by PORTER, who

studied the pressure distribution and forces on heaving cylinders,
[27]. A way of solving the two-dimensional problem without resort
to conformal mapping was developed by PRANK, who represented
the velocity potential by a distribution of wave sources over the
submerged part of the contour, now defined by a finite number of
off-sets. The varying source strength was determined from an integral
equation based on the kinematical boundary condition, [28].

VIIGTS [29] contributed an extensive experimental and theoretical
study of the hydrodynamic coefficients for pure and coupled swaying,
heaving and rolling cylinders, based on the previous works by URSELL,

PORTER and DE JONG, [30]. The coefficients of the THEODORSEN

mapping function were defined by a least square fit of the geometry
of the cylinder contours to off-sets in 31 points. Of special interest is
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the good agreement obtained between experiments and theoretical
predictions for the added mass of a typical midship section; the
oscillation experiments do not cover the very low frequencies, how-
ever. Although small the difference in the calculations for the actual
section fit and for an approximate LEWIS form was mainly confirmed
by the experiments.

When used with the strip method the integrated section contri-
butions to total added mass and inertia shall be reduced by the
appropriate "longitudinal inertia factors" for three-dimensional effects.
Following LEWIS these factors are usually taken equal to those de-
rived for the prolate sphereoid in a similar mode of motion. This is
only an engineering artifice, and it is certainly not correct, say, in
case of accelerations in yaw for normal hull forms; thus these correc-
tion factors are mostly omitted in hydrodynamic studies of sufficiently
slender bodies.

In a discussion of the strip theory TUCK [31] included the results
of all the added mass and damping coefficients of a surface ship at
zero forward speed, calculated by use of FRANK'S close-fit method
with 15 off-sets for each of 23 stations. The total added mass (AL)
and moment of inertia (46) of a Series 60 Block .70 form are here
represented by full lines in Fig. 8. TUCK also examined the forward
speed corrections to be applied to the integrated values; thus, espec-

U2ially, he put A =-- AL, or in present notationw2

2 V (u" , ")=-1 V (co") (co ")=0 (6.3)

(Note that the strip theory is not valid for small "reduced frequencies"
co'=co"lu", where it shall be replaced by a slender body theory,
[31].) The dotted curves in the diagrams indicate predictions for
F .,= u "=-- 0.20.

The Series 60 Block .70 form was subject to oscillator experiments
in lateral modes at several frequencies and forward speeds by VAN
LEEUWEN [32]. The results for the naked hull with rudder at F L= 0.20
are compared with the predictions from strip theory in Fig. 8. The
experimental values fall well below these predictions in the entire
range of frequencies, especially in case of the moments in yaw. Al-
-though it is inherent in the testing technique that very low frequencies
could not be included VAN LEEUWENS results do cover the critical
range around w" u -
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Fig. 8. Total added mass and added moment of inertia for a Series 60.Block .70 form
according to theory and experiments.

Consider a surface body in steady motion along the centreline be-
tween two parallel walls width W apart; the diverging bow wave
displays an angle to the centreline. If the motion is steady the reflected

wave will pass; aft of the body only if >tan 13 ,, regardless of the

speed. For the simple travelling pressure point the cusp line angle
is equal to 19:47 according to the KELVIN theory, whereas slightly
different values may be observed for real ship forms. In case the
body is oscillating at rest (as in the simple example may be illustrated
by a pulsating source) radiating waves propagate in concentric circles

at the speed In the general case a rather 'complicated wave systeril
co

is generated around the moving body, characterized by the velocity
-

ratio y=u u "co '".. A typical value for' using the !exiting

frequency on a ship in a head sea, may be y=0.8, say, in which case
the ship wave pattern at a distance from the ship is not yet very
different from that of a non-oscillating ship. If the oscillating frer

quency of a body (model) moving in calm water is progressively
reduced the radiated waves move faster, the diverging wave front
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folds forward, and there is now a new requirement on basin width
to avoid wall interference in a model test.

The phenomena associated with the complex wave generation have
been studied by, among others, BRARD [33] and NEWMAN [34].
According to NEWMAN the opening angle of the wave front equals
90° at 7=0.272, and then rapidly reduces again to 55° as y approaches
y =i; this is a singular point, for which the wave damping becomes
critical. In model tests with a ship form in lateral oscillations a narrow
range of critical frequencies may be identified by a change of the
distribution of the hydrodynamic forces, which was clearly demon-
strated by VAN LEEUWEN'S analysis.

Whereas there is a discrepancy in the absolute values of added
masses compared in Fig. 8 this discrepancy could be reduced by
the application of a three-dimensional corrector; more elaborate
theories of forward speed effects for slender bodies at low frequencies
may further improve the comparison. In the main, therefore, it may
be stated that the variation of added mass with frequency is well
documented.

Added Masses in Manoeuvring Applications
The performance problems set up in manoeuvring studies usually

involve a short-time prediction of a transient response to a control
action, and it is therefore convenient to be in the position to use
ordinary non-linear differential equations with constant coefficients.
This, of course, is in contrast to the linearized spectrum approach to
the statistical sea-keeping problem, which will more readily accept
frequency-dependent coefficients. (Frequency- or time-dependence as
a result of viscous phenomena will be touched upon below.) Which
values of added mass are now to be used in the equations for the
manoeuvring ship? It shall be noted that it is hard to judge from the
behaviour of a free-sailing ship or ship model which is the correct
answer unless special motions are carefully examined.

It was early suggested by WEINBLUM that the low added mass
values of the high-frequency approximation should be adequate for
use in dealing with problems of directional stability, where starting
conditions should simulate impulsive motion, [19]. WErNimum also
drew attention to ref. [35], in which HAVELOCK proved that the high-
frequency values appeared in horizontal translations with uniform
acceleration, regardless of the initial velocity.

-
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The impulsive pressures experienced on the tapered bow and stern
portions of a slender body in oblique translation may be calculated
from the sectional area curve slope and the added mass characteristics
of the transverse sections, as shown by MUNK [17] and experimentally
veryfied for the submerged double-body ship form in ref. [18]. The
good agreement obtained between total yawing moments measured
on this form and its surface ship geosim suggests that the deeply
submerged added mass values should apply in this case. It is observed,
however, that the water particles in way of a certain section station
here are not repeatedly accelerated from rest as is the case when
considering the cylindrical part of the hull. Again, if the principle of
superposition of damping and inertia components to the total hydro-
dynamic force shall be retained for general motions it shall be necessary
to adopt the zero-frequency added mass values.

An illustrative discussion of added masses with special application
to the design and analysis of experiments is due to MOTORA in ref.
[36]. For the determination of the added mass in sway to be used
in the aperiodic equations of a manoeuvring ship he recorded the
direction of the acceleration imparted to a model by a force suddenly
applied in a certain direction. The added mass then could be found
from a reasonable estimate of virtual mass in surge. To obtain the
added moment of inertia in yaw he recorded the angular acceleration
following the impact by a pendulum, the momentum loss of which
was also known. He suggested that the inertia values so derived should
correspond to the impact or high-frequency type, but the results
included from tests with a series of ship models indicate sway mass
values of the same order as those valid for the deeply submerged case,
and moments of inertia in yaw of magnitudes corresponding to finite
frequency surface values.

In a recent paper MOTORA and co-authors [37] compare the results
of new experiments and calculations of an "equivalent" added mass
for a ship model in a sway motion, which is initiated by a ramp- or
step-form impact input of finite duration. The calculations are based
on TASAI'S section values in the frequency domain, [26], and in agree-
ment with the experiments they confirm that the value of the equi-
valent added mass defined is a function of impact duration. (Cf.
Fig. 9.) If the duration is infinitely small only the equivalent added
mass is equal to its high-frequency value, and it becomes larger the
longer the duration. Thus these results help to explain the earlier
findings for added masses as well as for added moments of inertia,
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Fig. 9. MoToati's equivalent added mass coefficient as defined 14" acceleration clue
to step input impact of duration r.

for which latter the impact technique then used did generate rathei
short input impulses.

For application to normal ship manoeuvres it may now seem jus-
tified to use the low-frequency or deeply submerged values.

In recent years it has been widely accepted that the acceleration
derivatives for a surface ship model may be evaluated from a set of
"planar-motion-mechanism" tests in pure sway or yaw. The accelera-
tion amplitudes are varied by an adjustment of oscillator amplitudes.,
-Whereas the frequency is kept as low as running length permits, [32].

,A typical reduced frequency co''=.0) will be of order ,0.5, ,cor-
V

Yresponding to Ko = -7; .(0' u"=0.1 in Fig. 8. The derivatives so

obtained may be expected to be somewhat higher than the zero-
frequency values.

The theoretical zero-frequency added mass values for two-dimen-
sional LEWIS forms as well as for semi-submerged ellipsoids of finite
lengths indicate the main dependence on principal geometrical char-
acteristics. Especially, for very large length-to-draught ratios the
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ellipsoid values tend to those of a semi-elliptic cylinder, p T2, so

that = . Moreover, it will be seen from [21] that for LEwis
B

forms in general /7,; likewise is rather close to for fullness
liof

coefficients corresponding to midship sections.

The ellipsoid family has a constant prismatic coefficient (p= The

correction for finite length involves a slight dependence on as

may be seen from Fig. 10. In a more general case this correction will
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also depend on 9) and on lateral profile, etc. For the inclusion of ship
2T

form values in Fig. 10a the diagram is drawn to a base of 92 - .

The ordinates are given by the product by which theT2T
intercepts on the vertical so =1 then corresponds to the in-
finitely long cylinders.

In addition to the ellipsoid and LEWIS cylinder values the diagram
include the experimental results by MoToRA just referred to as well as
a number of oscillator results, chiefly from tests run for SSPA
in the HyA PMM. The general character of the three-dimensional
corrector is clearly seen, and it is suggested that the diagram may be
used for approximate estimates.

Non-dimensional added moments of inertia, in terms of product

; are displayed in Fig. 10 b, compiling experiment data

from different sources. Here the two-dimensional LEwts-form values
for high as well as low frequencies are indicated by off-sets to the left
in the diagram. MoToRA's 1960 impact test data, which appear on
a level close to the high-frequency prediction, do not indicate any
definite dependence on draught-to-length ratio. These data as well as
low-frequency PMM data clearly indicate an increase of moment
of inertia with reduced fullness. This trend may be expected in view
of the deep and narrow bow and stern sections in fine formscertainly
the deeply-submerged ellipsoid is not representative for a ship form
in yaw acceleration.

Semi-Empirical Relations for the Four Basic Stability Derivatives
Among the large number of first-order force and moment deriva-

tives, that are used to describe the linearized hydrodynamics of the
moving hull, only four appear in the analytical criterion for inherent
dynamic stability with fixed controls. These are the stability deriva-
tives proper, Y., N and N,. From simple analogy with the
zero-aspect-ratio wing theory of JONES [38] they turn out as in
Table II.
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Remembering that Y made non-dimensional by use of the
instantaneous velocity V it shall be observed that, strictly,

L3

17:, = (Y+ Y,)

where the conversion factor relates to the prime-L2-alternative. Similar
expressions are valid for the other derivatives. In most cases
has been taken equal to zero, which makes the conversion to the new
system especially simple. (The forward-speed-dependence of Y'uc, will
be considered below.)

Although this wing analogy has been verified in principle for a
submerged double-body model as well as for the surface model at
small FROUDE numbers, [18], it shall not be expected to furnish an
adequate numerical prediction. It suffices to point to the alternative
relation for a closed body in a perfect fluid, given by eq. (5.7), and
to the fact that at least some negative lift is still carried on the run
of a normal ship-form hull. The bow lift or transverse force is not
concentrated to the leading edge as in case of a rectangular wing but
distributed over the fore-body as an effect of fullness and section
shape. Certain modifications to the hull form are known to affect
the force derivatives, but do not appear in the simple form parameters
of Table II. The fin effect of screw and rudder contributes to the
derivatives even in the case of vanishing aspect ratio of the hull.

(6.4)

Non-dim. system: "Prime"

,(T\2
L
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From the analysis of a large number of derivatives it has been
found that the scatter of data in a plot of, say, nu versus the para-

LT 2
meter

-v--V
is somewhat smaller than the scatter of Y base of

2T
aspect ratio Ti .

The diagrams Figs. 11-12 include stability derivative data for normal
ship form models with normal-sized rudders propelled at medium
FROTTDE numbers on even keels. The dotted lines shown correspond
to the simple wing analogy. The full lines are derived by linear re-
gression and upon the tentative assumption of a 1 : 2 relation of
moment and force intercepts at zero aspect ratio. Their equations
are given as

LT2 r LT2
Y:=-2.66 - 0.04=-1.69 - 0.04

2 v

LT 2 77 LT2
1 1 cc,--=

V
1.01 -- +0.02=-1.28 v+ 0.02

LT2 77 LT21c = 1.02 -0.180.18= 1.29 - - 0.18
V -4-

LT2 ir LT2N= 0.74 v +0.09=-1.88 - w +0.09

and of the data 100, 86, 67 and 79 per cent, respectively, appear
within ±20 per cent of these mean values.

Simultaneously to the original presentation of these diagrams
SmrrT independently published similar diagrams of the prime-form
stability derivatives, using zero intercepts, [39].

It must be borne in mind that the data in Figs. 11-12 as well as
those of ref. [39] are obtained from cubic fits to the experimental force
measurements, whereas the mathematical model here put forth makes
use of square fits to the same non-linear relations. (Cf. below.) As a
matter of fact this latter procedure furnishes linear derivatives, which
are closer to the prediction from the simple wing analogy-.

It is obvious that these expressions should be regarded as guide
values only, but they may also be used for comparative studies,
especially when steering on a straight course is of main concern. In
this latter case it is more important to have a proper knowledge of

(6.5) -
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the control derivatives, whereas eq. (6.5) may furnish adequate
estimates for the hull forces; they again shall be corrected for alter-
native control arrangement alternatives, however.

In the next Section an approximate method will be given for finding
the control derivatives of a rudder of conventional design. In the
hypothetical case of an isolated rudder experiencing the nominal
inflow at the stern of the ship it would be easy to calculate its contri-
bution to the total "hull±rudder amidship" derivatives from a know-
ledge of its control effectiveness. In general the interference effects
in behind condition are much more complicated, and in fact the
contribution searched for mostly is quite small. Even more, then,
the effect of a modification to rudder and control derivatives comes
out as a very small change in the stability derivatives. The diagram
in Fig. 13 is compiled to correlate the effects of such modifications as
reported by EDA and CRANE [40] and documented in test results
available at SSPA. Obviously the present test technique and
routine analysis procedure fail to support any conclusions, and special
experiments are required.

In the discussion of stability derivatives reference shall here also
be given to the methods of estimating these derivatives for surface
ships suggested and successfully tested by JACOBS, [41].

0 0,005 0,010 0,01,
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The aerodynamic wing analogy should only be valid for small
FROUDE numbers as the limit solution of a general lifting surface
integral equation. The effects of finite FROUDE numbers on the lateral
stability derivatives of a thin ship of small draught-to-length ratio
were studied by Hu, [42]. According to Hu the force and moment
derivatives at Ful,== 0.1 are increased by some 20 per cent above
their zero-speed values, an increase which is not fully realized in
model tests. A comparison of the results of this theory with various
experiments including those of ref. [18] is presented by NEWMAN

[43]. NEWMAN also points out that the free surface may give rise to
a steady side force as a thickness effect, and indicates a solution to

that problem.
From an inspection of the experimental results for the drift moment,

which are the more consistent, a first approximation to the speed
dependence is given by

(N;;,.).= (N) +4 N1," (6.6)

where I Nu". pc; 1.3(N),. This suggests that the zero-speed values
will be some 20 per cent lower than those indicated by the mean
line of Fig. 11.

Viscous Frequency Effects and Small-Value Non-Linearities

in Lateral Forces
In dealing with the free-surface effects on added masses it was

concluded that so far the frequencies involved in manoeuvring motions

were to be regarded as low, but that frequency (or memory) effects

should be expected to appear in time histories were viscous phe-
nomena were of more concern.

The extreme exemplification is furnished by the pitching submarine,
the stern planes of which are operating in the down-wash behind the
bow planes, but in case of submarines as well as normal surface ships
also the very stern portion of the hull is exposed to velocities induced
by vortices trailing from upstream hull and appendages. Moreover,
local separation within the three-dimensional boundary layer flow over

the stern directly affects the cross-flow momentum and the impulsive

pressures. The forces and moments experienced by the hull in tran-

sient motions can then only be calculated by use of convolution
integrals over the entire time history, such as derived by BRARD in

case of a special descriptive model, [44].

-
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For application to the mathematical model defined by ordinary
differential equations it is again still possible to use frequency depen-
dent coefficients, but unfortunately this frequency dependence is
likely to be subjected to scale effects. It is therefore advisable to
design experiments for STROUHAL numbers or reduced frequencies,
which are low enough to produce steady-state values. From _a sum-
mary of _published data in ref. [43] the limiting frequency will be
expected to be somewhere in the region 1<u)'<4. From a more recent_

analysis of sinusoidal_free-sailintaier model data NOMOTO suggests
that thb_limiting frequency is -approached already_ at co' 0.5,[45].
This indicates that the high-frequency part of a normal ship steering
transfer function is obscured by the viscous frequency dependence.
(Cf. Section 8.)

The steady motion of a full form may also be accompanied by a
non-steady separation and shedding of vortices, which will violate
captive measurements, or it will modify the force field and be a_

cause of inredictable scale effects. In ref. [46] NOMOTO drew the
attention to an "unusual" kind of separation, which had been observed
not on the leeward but on the outer side of the afterbodies of turning
models. (Later on he reported the same phenomenon taking place
on full scale ships with high block coefficients and low length-
to-beam ratios.) This separation may be responsible for an almost
constant increase in yaw damping momentsee diagram in Fig.
14 aand so indirectly for the small-rate non-linearity displayed in
the yaw-rate-versus-helm diagram from spiral tests with these hulls.

Unsymmetrical separation may also take place on a hull moving
along a straight line with a small angle of drift. If transverse force
and moment both are mainly linear functions of angle of drift the
centre of pressure will remain in a forward position, only gradually
moving aft with onset of viscous cross-flow. A three-dimensional
separation, which suddenly develops on one side of the hull, may
explain the strange behaviour of the centre-of-pressure curve of a
tanker model tested by BOTTOMLEY [47], here reproduced in Fig.
14 b. New tests with modern hulls sometimes indicate similar trends.

It is fully possible to approximate these effects by a small-value
non-linearity term in the mathematical model, which may then be
used, say, for the prediction of a ship behaviour which is extremely
sensitive to winds of varying directions, [48]; if the separation is
peculiar to the model only, this prediction is meaningless, however.

-
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Large-Value Non-Linearities in Lateral Forces
The predominant non-linearities present in the lateral forces are

due to viscous cross-flow resistances, and they can only be established
by experimental procedures. It will be assumed that the empirical
relationships may be expressed by finite polynomials, derived by
curve-fitting, and that these same relationships therefore also may
be fully defined by a finite number of terms in the TAYLOR expansions.
This convention motivates the use of appropriate numerical factors
in front of the derivatives within the hydrodynamic coefficients.

From pure athwartship towing it is possible to define an Y-force
I vi ivi-CD LT v2, the sign of which is governed by . Thus Y(v2, )=-

117. 1'1* , or, for convenience, I- Yirly iv v. Note that the factor

has been retained, which should not have been the case if v and
Ivi had been treated as independent variables; this, however, would
only have been a formal artifice with no physical significance.

In straight-line oblique motion the non-dimensional lateral force
"

is Y"(u", v", v'2, , or, in accepted writing,

Y"(tt", v")=Y:vu"v"-1-1-17" I v"Iv"
ID Iv

(6.7)

L2T
where =CD It is obvious that here two terms are

2S7

added, which each one corresponds to a certain flow field. In the
discussion of the "linear" term it was pointed out that the ideal flow
picture would remain valid over the bow portion of the hull, and in
view of the finite time required for the development of the viscous
cross-flow these conditions may still be true at larger angles of drift.
See also discussion on INOUE'S methods in Section 9.

An experimental evidence of the practical validity of the super-
position in eq. (6.7) is illustrated in Fig. 15, based on force measure-
ments at SSPA on a 3.55 m model of a cargo liner with rudder
and bilge keels. In this diagram the quotient

2V
Y/

-2
V2LT "/(u "2+ v "2)

is plotted versus fl=tan-'; , and the viscous cross-flow component

is seen to dominate the entire range of 10°</3<90°.

)
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Fig. 15. Calculated and measured lateral forces on a cargo liner -
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The variation of cross-flow drag coefficients with drifting speed
and hull geometry has also been discussed in several papers by
TFIIEME and by other authors, [49, 50, 51]. In lack of experimental
results for a special case in the non-linear range it shall be possible
to use these results; a typical value of cross-flow drag of a tanker
form is CD--=0.,7. The contribution of cross-flow drag to moment,
due-to-sway may then be ignored.

In a similar way it is possible to approximate the non-linear rotary
derivatives. If cD(>CD) is the mean section drag coefficient the

CD

moment-due-to-yaw derivative is IN"1,17 except

f or a three-dimensional correction factor.. (For' rough estimates
0.03 , which is verified from experiments.) The

force-yaw velocity derivative now is zero to this approximation,
Additional effects of skegs and screws contribute to non-zero values

of -1-Ni40 as well as
In the general case the local cross-flow resistance is proportional

to Iv+xrgv-hxr), and from .symmetry relations the coupling terms
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are seen to include the derivatives 1711,. and Yivir, etc. (In the cubic
fits more often used these couplings are represented by terms in
Y etc. cf. ABKOWITZ, [52].) With only the first two
coupling terms included the contribution to Y due to the combined

v
sway and yaw may be written Yivirj v + , 1. e. Yitirmay

be looked upon as the derivative of Y1 withrespect to yaw velocity
r per unit v, etc. It shall, thus, reflect the fact that the instanta-
neous position of the pivoting point is of major importance. In this
case, however, there are unavoidable knuckles in the Y(v, r)-curves.
For a family of such curves, drawn for constant r versus v the breaks
(for non-zero r) as v changes sign can only be elliminated if Yivir=0;
likewise the absence of breaks in similar curves on basis of r would
require Y1= O. (Cf. alternative by GERTLER and HAGEN, [53].)

From curve-fitting, using realistic combinations of v and r, the
two coupling coefficients usually turn out to be of equal magnitude
but of opposite sign. (The identification of the coefficients by use of
an analogue computer and an oscilloscope display is preferred in
place of digital regression analysis.)

Forward Speed and Resistance
The principal effects of viscous and free-surface phenomena on

the resistance to steady forward motion are well-known to naval
architects. The correlations of wavemaking and separation with ship
geometry are still less satisfactory. However, alternative methods
are available for full scale powering predictions from standard series
or project model data. As will be further discussed in next Section
the adequate synthesis should supply information not only on shaft
horse power and r.p.m. but also on hull resistance and wake fraction.
Speed trial data therefore require an analysis such as proposed and
used by LINDGREN; in case of very large and slow-running ships it
may be necessary to include scale effects also in the open-water
characteristics of the screw propeller, [54].

A simple guide to ship resistance values may be obtained from
the mean line of Fig. 16, which summarizes the results of a limited
number of SSPA trial trip data in terms of the total specific resis-

tance =[X"]_r_o on basis of FROU DE number F.L or u".
(A similar plot of "total resistance in lbs to displacement in long
tons" versus TAYLOR speed-length quotient, based on model data,
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Fig. 16. Specific resistance figures as evaluated from ship trial
data at SSPA.

was published by SAUNDERS [55].) The mean line also reflects the
general trend of the resistance-speed-dependence for the individual
ships in the proximities of their design speeds.

A close approximation to a resistance curve with typical humps
and hollows requires a multi-term polynomial in u. Established
practice in naval architecture makes use of a single exponential term

(
u\P

R,. to characterize the curve in the vicinity of u1. For large

slow-running tankers pr.:.,- 2 over the entire speed range of interest,
which is associated with an almost constant advance ratio for the
screw. In confined waters it may be necessary to include a higher-
order term; see Section 9.
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Forward Resistance due to Lateral Motions
When the ship deviates from the true forward motion additional

forces appear in axial direction. The main cause of speed loss in a
turning motion is due to the axial component of the centrifugal mass
force and the hydrodynamic contribution rv, of second impor-
tance is rudder drag and finally the axial force due to oblique-hull
lift and wave-making shall be considered; this latter component will
be of more concern in a steady motion involving drift due to wind.

Ideal-flow hydrodynamics identifies X with Y,, i.e. the mass
effect is virtually almost doubled. (Cf. (5.6).) Recent evaluations
from turning trials with Swedish ships give, within a wide scatter,
most probable values of X, which are of the order of 20 to 50 per
cent of ideal ( ) only.

In a steady turn the ship proceeds with her bow pointing inwards,
V2so that

(m±X,)rv=--(m+X)R indicates a force opposed to
forward thrust. In running on a straight course the frequency of
the yawing motion normally is so low that yaw rate and drift angle
are in phase during most (but not all) of the time, and so an average
resistance results.

Let the response to a sinusoidal motion of the rudder be

= iPa sin (cot+ ei.) and /3=13a (wt+E-p).

Averaging over a number of complete periods gives

is given by (rv)

r g
ra ga

2COS
(Er E,)

L OP .
. Oa'

0 2 L

(6.8)

The normal merchant ship will pivot round a point closely aft of
the bow at low frequencies and a rough estimate of the average product

A plane wing in a uniform flow will experience an induced drag
1

as given by CDi =
CL

According to certain experiments this
77-A

sill
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simple relation may still be used with a correction factor for the
twisted flow over a rudder behind a screw. The calculation of rudder
lift will be shortly discussed in the next Section; using a nominal
aspect ratio equal to twice the geometrical one ,the correction factor
just mentioned will be of the order of 1.2-1.4.

Typical estimates for fullscale tankers give as a guide value a
relative increase in forward resistance due to a rudder deflection of
5 radians equal to 3,5 or 4 52. For small sinusoidal helm angles on a

X(8)
straight course the quasi-stationary application gives X(u)

1 .75 or

2 8.2, which may be compared with the relation given from propulsion
AT (8)

tests with a MARINER ship model in Japan, 2 52, [56]. 1,A1

At propeller advance conditions removed from the steady forward
motion state the induced rudder drag will be given by 1X,, -082
where c--c(u, n) is the effective flow velocity past the rudder and
where the coefficient iX coo is proportional to the product of the
ratio ax / and the control derivative I (See Section 7.) In com-
puter applications a soft-type limiter will be used to simulate the
conditions for a stalled flow.

The viscous lift experienced by a slender ship hull in oblique
translation is also accompanied by an induced drag, but the axial
component of the resultant force still is expected to be positive.
(According to the zero-aspect-ratio wing analogy the resultant force

will bisect the angle between the normal to the hull and the normal
to the flow. With increasing aspect ratio the resultant moves towards
the normal to the flow.) The break-down of the ideal flow over the
stern causes a change of viscous pressure resistance, however, and
wave-making effects will cause a further increase of forward resistance.

These effects are here illustrated in Fig. 17 by results of axial
force measurements on the surface ship model and the submerged
double-body form otherwise described in ref. [18]. From an inspec-
tion of these and other surface ship model experiments it is suggested
to use a term

X(u, v) = lv (6.8)

to represent the axial force due to lateral drift. An approximate
value of the derivative is given by i-X.-1,1v= 200.

I v2
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7. Speed and Steering Control

Some General Observations
In general the subject of steering and manoeuvring may not be

separated from that of propulsive control, and this is specially true
in case of ship behaviour at ,low speeds. Moreover, in model testing
the interactions between hull, propeller, and rudder are likely to
cause the main problems of model-to-ship-conversion, including scale
effects of a hydrodynamic nature as well as other model effects due
to the dynamics of the testing equipment.

Large seagoing ships are usually propelled by a single centre line
screw, or by wingward twin screws. In case of a tandem contra-
rotating propeller arrangement most of the characteristics discussed
below may be calculated for an equivalent single propeller. In case
of close-shafted twin screws of overlapping or interlocking types
the interaction with the rudder should be specially considered.

It has been repeatedly proven by handling experience that twin
screw ships should be fitted with twin rudders. Recent model tests
indicate that with a suitable design of the rudders, including a certain
neutral position toe-out, this arrangement may favourable compete
with the centre line rudder alternative also from a propulsive per-
formance point of view.

In the application of the first-order steering theory, [57]. first
introduced by NOMOTO in 1956 and strictly valid only for inherently
stable ships, there appear only two constants: a (desired high) "gain"
K, which represents the ratio of rudder turning moment to yaw
damping, and a (desired low) "time constant" T, which measures
the sluggishness of the ship response, and which represents the ratio
of ship inertia to yaw damping. As was subsequently also shown by
NOMOTO [58] the non-dimensional quotient K'IT' turns out to be
proportional to the parameter L217.1V for ships with similar stern
arrangements. This quotient may therefore be looked upon as a
rudder-on-ship effectiveness factor, proportional to the initial yaw
acceleration imparted to the ship by a given helm. It is also closely
related to the P-value introduced by the author as a non-dimensional
measure of the initial change of course in response to a rudder step
manoeuvre, [59].

Some ten years ago manoeuvring trials were run with three tankers
of the Gotaverken 40,000 t.dw. series, all similar except for the stern
arrangements, [60]. The SSPA analysis of zig-zag tests with respect
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Fig. 18. Results from first-order analysis of full-scale zig zag tests with three 40,000
t.dw. tankers, similar except for stern arrangements.

to the rudder-on-ship effectiveness factor just mentioned offers an
unique illustration of the merits of these arrangements, Fig. 18. In
particular, note that the two alternatives with rudder behind screw
(screws) prove to be equivalent in case of same total area of rudder,
and that the use of the larger area of a twin alternative therefore is
especially favourable.

A propeller or a rudder, or the combination of a propeller and a
rudder, acts as a stabilizing fin as well as a manoeuvring device;
the contributions to the fin effect from the propeller and from the
rudder-behind-propeller are of equal order. It should be realized that
a minor modification to a rudder does not appreciably affect this
fin effect or the size of a hysteresis loop in the yaw-velocity-versus-
steady-helm diagram of an unstable ship. However, the higher control
force per degree of helm then possibly achieved ,will help in actual
directional control, where the history of yaw velocities and helm
angles takes place well within the height of the steady-state loop.
(See also Section 1.)

The general propulsion case will be represented by an arrangement
including one centre line screw and two wing screws, developing thrusts
Ts, Ts and Tp, respectively. Hull interference generates axial forces
teTr, tsT, and tpT in the opposite directions, as well as lateral or
sideward forces ss T, and sp T. In order to adhere to the thrust

-
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Normal twin-- Starboard screW
screw propulsion idling

Fig. 19i. Force fields ion twin-screw tanker on straight steady coursec

deduction concept the factors twhich are not necessarily constants
will be taken as positive, so that the force in positive x direction is

- T. The factor ss will be positive, and sp ss. Roughly ,s=t8
,cot a, where a is the effective waterline angle in front of the propeller.

Normally the lateral forces due to T. and Tp are in balance, but if

T there is a resultant force applied some 0.4L behind the C.G.

- of the ship. The turning moment thus obtained is much larger than
that produced by the axial forces along the shaft lines, 1[61].

The diagrams in Fig. 19 illustrate the symmetric force field
around a twin-screw tanker in normal straight course conditions,

And the steady state situation when running with starboard propeller
idling. The non-symmetric suction force on the port quarter is balanced

by the forces due to drift and checking rudders. The drift angle is a
fraction of a degree only, and some 90, per cent of the compensation

Tp

(30

t =



force is due to the rudders, set at some 5 to 7 degrees. With the twin
rudder arrangement it should be possible to maintain 75 per cent
of the speed in this condition. The induced resistance due to rudder
lift would be larger in case of a single rudder between the propellers,
but the main cause of speed loss of a ship propelled by one of its
screws only is the additional drag from the idling propeller; again,
that drag may well be increased by a factor of 3 if the propeller is
locked.

The characteristics of a-propeller in axial open-water flow are usually
given by tables or curves of well-known KT and KQ coefficients versus
advance ratio J. In yawed flow the propeller also experiences a lateral
force and a (small) pitching moment, [62].

In behind conditions the effective angle of drift at the propeller
still is roughly of the nominal local angle, high enough to let the
propeller contribute the fin effect already mentioned. (The sidewash
behind the propeller then has a further straightening effect on the
flow to the rudder.) The effective advance ratio is modified by the
effective wake in the factor 1w; here w will be chosen as for thrust
identity. The effective wake, again, is modified by the drift of the ship,
being higher for a starboard drift angle than for a port one and a
right-handed propeller, [63]; here that effect will be taken as of second
order.

Finally, the vertical asymmetry of the flow field is responsible for
the appearance of a lateral force on the propeller of a ship even if
drift or yaw are zero. In case of a single screw ship this latter force
may be put equal to 3 to 5 per cent of the thrust, [64]. A right-handed
screw tends to throw the stern of a loaded ship towards starboard,
thus requiring a small starboard helm to be carried on straight course.
Other free-running model tests prove that draught conditions may
change this picture, and that the ship on light draught may have a
tendency to turn to starboard, [65].

The hydrodynamic thrust T(T,,Tr,T.) and torque Q(Q,, Q8, Qp)
which is negative in case of a righthanded screw on a driving
shaftwill be given as quasi-stationary functions of instantaneous
values of forward ship speed, u, and screw r.p.s., n(nc, ns, n).
The thrust is a major factor governing the flow velocity past the
rudder, and this velocity likewise will be given in terms of u and
n. Rudder control derivatives usually are determined from model
tests in one or two conditions of screw loading only. In order to find
an adequate prediction of full scale control derivatives for the more
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general propulsion case it is necessary to combine model results with
a simple procedure for calculating the total control force due to
rudder deflection.

From the hydrodynamical point of view the typical allmovable
rudder in behind condition is equivalent to a twisted wing on a
pointed afterbody. There are a number of additional complications,
however: The spanwise velocity distribution is highly non-uniform,
the flow along the chord is accelerating or decelerating, the gap be-
tween wing and body is within a retarded boundary layer flow and
it also varies with the angle of deflection, the boundary conditions
at the free surface violate the vertical symmetry aspect even if there
is no suction-down of air, the shape of the body stern is far from
say a simple axisymmetric cone. The modern half-spade rudder on
a fixed horn (the MAR1NER-type) is a hybrid of the allmovable and
the flapped types, and other common forms all have their special
characteristics. The procedure here adopted is not a substitute for
the detailed calculations necessary for a certain project design, but
it will furnish a good estimate of control forces and make possible
the extended use of model results referred to above.

The Rudder or "Control" Derivatives
It will be assumed that for each rudder configuration may be

defined "equivalent" values of rudder area, rudder aspect ratio,
rudder angle and rudder advance velocity.

A detailed study of the velocity field in the slip-stream of a pro-
pelled tanker model and of the pressure distribution over the rec-
tangular rudder fitted to this model was reported by LOTVEIT, [66].
The distorsion of the spanwise loading due to slip-stream rotation was
clearly demonstrated, but the diagrams did not indicate any definite
influence of the rudder image in the hull and free surface; the gap
distance from top of rudder to stern profile was some 12 per cent
of rudder height. Straight-forward calculations of rudder lift from
known relations of lift curve slope versus geometric aspect ratio and
an average advance velocity based on the simple momentum theory
proved to give good agreement with the rudder forces measured by
a force balance or integrated from the pressure field.

Unfortunately in this case no simultaneous measurements were
made of the total hull-and-rudder forces, and there is still a lack of
such data for normal surface ship forms. However, already from the
old experiments by BAKER and BOTTOMLEY [67] it was seen that
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the total force due to rudder deflection was increased by some 40
per cent in presence of a deep cruiser stern close above the rudder,
and that a third of the total force then was carried by the hull.

Let b be the height of the rudder at the stock, or the higher value
forward of it, and let a be the depth to top of rudder at the same
station. With a projected area A,. of the rudder the aspect ratio of

b2
rudder+plane image is equal to A=2 . The lift curve slope ai,

A,.

is taken from the theoretical curve derived from the WEISSINGER
theory, [68], or from empirical curves available.

The geometrical aspect ratio usually is of the order of 1.5, i.e.
the rudder is not a low-aspect-ratio fin, but it seems still to be possible
to make use of the results for wing-body interferences applicable to
such fins. In particular, the ratio of the lift on a rigid combination
of a wing and a cylindrical central body, Lt-B, to the lift of the abridged

a
wing alone, L (irc,is simply given by 1 ±

)2

a -Fb
, [69]. Next, for cal-

culation of the lift carried on the axially orientated body and on
the wing deflected to the flow, it is observed that the exact theory
by MIRELS [70] may be approximated by

aLzw.B =L'(1+
±b).

Except for a correction factor the control derivative for the ship
will be calculated as

1 L3 u2a \ L2T

17:e5 2-V 17;=a7` ± a+ b) LT 2V

where Y 17,,. is defined also for zero forward speed. The
modern half spade or MARINER type rudder has a fixed horn, which
divides the upper part of the rudder in ratio Ahl(A. AO. The right

1 Ah
hand member of (7.1) may then be multiplied by a factor 1 .

The effective rudder advance velocity c (squared) is calculated
from the mean square velocity of the screw race and an estimated
mean square velocity past the rudder outside the race. If w is the
wake factor as integrated by the propeller (thrust identity) the
effective square velocity above the race in a normal single screw

(7.1)

.

,

unlike
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arrangement may be taken as u2(1-1 w)2. Inside the race, which in
average conditions has a diameter some 10 per cent smaller than
the propeller, the ultimate mean square velocity is given by

( 8 KT
,112( 1 02 1 _t_

,
where, for u >0,

i J2

1

KT= KToo+ HF.1 J2 (7.2)

is to be approximated from the open water propeller diagram. Whereas
the thrust may be analytically defined for all combinations of u and
nsee belowthe working conditions of the rudder are known only
for a positive thrust, in which case

e2= e2.02±,2unun+ n In +1 c2nn2 (7.3)

From an analysis of a large number of control derivative measure-
ments on models it appears that a correction factor of 0.7-0.8 shall
be applied to (7.1) when combined with (7.3) to give the force

V
lYn, 5)=-p--

This correction factor is understood to take care of gap effects and
non-ideal geometry of the hull+rudder arrangement, etc.

The three constants in eq. (7.3) depend on screw characteristics
and wake factors, and they are therefore unique for the model scale.
To facilitate a correction for this scale effect in the control derivatives
the diagram in Fig. 20 has been compiled, chiefly from ref. [71] and
data available at SSPA. The slope of curves of wake factors against
ship or model lengths increases with hull fullness; especially SSPA
experience of full scale tanker trials only rarely include effective
wake factors above 0.38.

In Fig. 21 the control moment derivative N' for a 98.000 t.dw.
tanker is presented as a function of forward speed u and shaft speed
n, for a 1:70 scale model as well as for the prototype. (Extrapolation
to slowly reversed propeller is shown dotted.) In particular it is seen
from the diagram that the turning moment from the rudder at self
propulsion point of ship is only some 60 per cent of the model test
value.

During a manoeuvre the effective change of angle of attack of
the rudder is a function of nominal helm deflection 8, drift v, and

Kro+KTJJ±
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Fig. 20. Scale effects on wake factor w as integrated by propeller
in model and full scale.

yaw rate r, and change of screw loading. Again accepting this quasi-
stationary model it is

+(vk, +1r-2c) 181

where typical values are k0=-0.5 and 4-0.5. This relation reflects
a kind of EcK-effect; note that the force contribution from the rudder
in midship position is included in the total force derivatives. (An
alternative but less explicit method to include the same phenomena
is given by STROM-TEJSEN and CHISLETT, [72], who make use of a
number of coupling derivatives such as Y;, etc.)

Helm Control

The manual or automatic pilot excerts the control through the
steering gear, which is supposed to have a time constant TE, causing
a small delay in the rudder angle 5 obtained. The value of 11 may
vary say between 0.4 and 4 s, the first figure being a good catalogue

(7.4)
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Fig. 21. Relative change of rudder control force with change of propeller advance
conditions for 3.6 m model and 98,000 t.dw. tanker prototype. Diagram based on

model tests at VBD and SSPA, and on speed trials.

value and the second one not seldom realized in shipboard testing.
The steering gear or telemotor system often has a back-lash of about
half a degree.

The function of an auto-pilot may be said to be essentially of the
"proportional+rate control" type, although an integrator control shall
be added to take care of stationary deviations. Commercial type auto-
pilots include special features, which shall be included in simulator
applications.

With the simple ideal auto-pilot "calling for" the rudder angle
8*-=y(AH--ol the transfer function of the feed-back loop is

y{l+(a/y)s]
Y2=' 17,35* 170.1' (7.5)

1 -FTEs

Typical values for the gain or "rudder ratio" 7 and rate constant a
of a tanker auto-pilot in deep water setting are y=3 (degrees helm

per degree heading error) and a=-135 seconds (or 135 degrees helm
per degree per second of change of heading). (See Section 13.)
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Although the course keeping characteristics of say an inherently
unstable tanker may be studied in a BODE diagram by use of a total
system open loop transfer function 1711'2, where the ship dynamics
open loop Y, is defined from the linearized equations, this method
is mostly avoided if an analogue computer is available. In case of
small value non-linearitiessuch as dead zones or lagsin gyro
compass and telemotors the equations-of-motion technique is almost
unavoidable.

Much effort has been devoted to present the function of a manual
helmsman in terms of a transfer function. The helmsman is a highly
adaptive control system, which makes the task more difficult, but
which also makes it more important. In many cases it is impossible
to run real-time simulations because of lack of time, in other cases
it is impossible to run comparative simulations just because of the
learning ability of the operator.

HOOFT tried to evaluate criteria for manual steering of large tankers
by use of a transfer function, in which the gain and time constants
were derived by extrapolation from high frequency pilot dynamics,
[73]. Undoubtedly new basic information is required.

Propeller Thrust and Shaft Torque
A majority of ocean-going ships are propelled by fixed-blade screws

driven by diesel engines or steam turbines, the normal steady state
outputs of which in principle are characterized by constant torque
QE proportional to fuel pump strokeand constant powerpro-
portional to steam inlet pressurerespectively. In running conditions
the mechanical torque losses QF depend on sign of r.p.m. but are
more or less independent of its magnitude. Shaft r.p.m. is governed
by the simultaneous equations for longitudinal resistance and for
thrust and torque, for u >0 here given as

gT"=-L-1 -1-71:00+Tnun+L IT- lnin In in 1110,2

(Q" . +L-112g112 . n . gr'n/Ini (7.6)

+L-2 iCu2-1-L-1Cund-Winl. In in+I.Q;',02

1 DIV 1with -T=
(LID)2

(1w)2 Krjj, etc.

The steady-state hydrodynamic thrust and torque are given as

L -
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functions of forward speed, u, and rate of revolutions, n, based on
open water KT and KQ characteristics; KT and KQ are first approx-

imated by square functions of D
(1w) or 1IJ. (Note that a

n
linearization of these characteristics does not result in a linearization
of the (u, n)-dependence.) The NORDSTROM data [74] may be used
when reversing or transient manoeuvres are considered. In general
it is then necessary to confine the analytical functions to limited
ranges of propeller advance coefficients, i.e. to use alternative coeffi-
cients as in eq. (7.2). The use of modified advance coefficients of
several forms has been discussed by BAKER and PATTERSON, [75].

HARVALD has presented useful information on the propulsive factors
at arbitrary steady-state advance conditions, [76]. Transient state
flows and especially the effects of a separating boundary layer along

the stern of a retarding ship are still less predictable.
The added mass and moment of inertia involved in unsteady

manoeuvring of the propeller are functions of the momentaneous
advance coefficients as well as of the rate of change of r.p.m. In
small changes from normal propulsive conditions the added inertia
is small as blade angles of attack are small. Naval architects often
use a value of 30 per cent of rigid screw inertia for the added inertia;
although this figure originates from model tests with screws oscillating
at zero advance coefficient it may still be used as an effective average
value during the short reversing stage of an engine manoeuvre. In
fact this stage is dominated by the large control torques and by the
way they are used.

When simulating manoeuvres with diesel-powered ships it shall be
observed that normal r.p.m. control is not possible for n less than
some 35-40 per cent of design shaft speed no. The torque delivered is
here rapidly reduced, mainly due to loss of charge air pressure.
(For high r.p.m. (2: is almost zero.) Slow speed manoeuvring must
be performed by intermittent use of the propeller, which requires
repeated starting of the engine. Reversing manoeuvres must often
await drop of speed to some 60 per cent of the full speed, at which
lower speed braking air may be applied. There is also a certain astern
r.p.m. which must be attained before fuel may be injected to start
engine back. For a discussion of detailed features of diesel manoeu-
vring the reader is referred to a paper by RITTERHOFF, [77].

The energy-converting efficiency of a turbine wheel has a maximum
of some 80 per cent at a certain ratio of blade velocity to nozzle
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steam velocity, attainable at the design point Assuming this ratio
equal to 0.5, and a parabolic curve of efficiency symmetric to the
design point, the following simple formula is obtained for the torque
output:

1 nIno\
QE -= 2 x(g (1

2 x )

Here Q and n, refer to torque and shaft speed at design conditions
for full steam inlet x=1. The formula furnishes a good approximation
also for present multi-staged ship turbines. In practical applications
to studies of slow-speed port approach manoeuvring it must be
realized that steam production may then be limited to say x=0.7.

8. Modelling the Deep-Water Horizontal Manoeuvre
The General Case

The ship will be regarded as a rigid body moving under the influence
of the gravity force mg and the buoyancy force -p - V, g - where
V0 is the volume displacement at restas well as under that of the
external forces, including the control forces applied by use of rudders
and thrusters. Before reducing the problem to the normal merchant
ship case the more general form of the rigid body dynamics will be
included.

The centres of mass (G) and buoyancy (B) may be off-set from
the origin of the moving system (0), and it is then practical to apply
NEWTON'S laws in a summation of the acceleration forces on the mass
elements (cf. (4.10) and (4.4)):

(7.7)
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where the elements are defined by

Ex ,dm=m x,G De+ z2) dm=Ixx Exy dm=I
4, Ey dm=m . yG, E(z2±x2,)dm=l dm=I 1(8.3)

dm-=m (x2±y2) dm=lz, yzx dm=lzx

'Many authors prefer to introduce the virtual masses and moments
of inertia into the equations given above. Here the "added" masses
will consistently be assigned to the hydrodynamic reaction forces in
the right-hand members; in Section 5 it was seen that these forces
may include other inertia terms otherwise easily overlooked.

In most practical applications the xz-plane is a plane of symmetry,
so that y0=yB-=0 and /xy=0. Except in a few special cases, such as
when dealing with hydrofoil crafts, etc.the discussion of which is
outside the scope of this paperother terms, may be safely ignored
in view of the smallness of the products of inertia and the perturbation
velocities involved.,

The Merchant Type Displacement Ship
In what follows the discussion is restricted to displacement ships,

for which m=pV0. and V V,. Forward speed is always associated
with a sinkage and change of trim, most obvious as "squatting" in
waters of finite depth, but the manoeuvring dynamics will be suffi-
ciently well described by the equations in four degrees of freedom,
i.e. the surge, sway, roll and yaw.

Then

m{ ft -rvx0r2+zGrp}----X
m{t±ru-FxGrzap}= Y
/xxP mzG(?) H-ru)-7-.K (zGzB) sin
./1--/pd-mxG(t+ru=,N
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Upon summation the coefficient matrices of the acceleration terms,
the mass and inertia tensors,, expose as

io

(8.2)k

1"XX' ITY I27

In,I=[- I Ixx dmyy

ZX -15z 1 zz_

m-= O myy 0 -=E dm
0 0 mzz

(8.4)

0
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Whereas the initial roll as well as the steady outward heel may be appre-
ciable in case of, say, a high-speed destroyer these angles afe also known
to, be quite insignificant in the tanker case. In steady turning a heel,

proportional to may produce an ,effective carnberRs

the waterline flow around a fine hull, but this hardly applies to -
tankers, [651.

Leaving out the roll equation the present deep-waterntodei is given
as in eq. (8.5).

(1X: )ii--- L-1 X;;012 - L-2g -1 .X7u4d-g " (1-0-
+L(4+ irr,.)1P

H-L'2g-liX;;I,,i,vu Iv iv2-FL-1 Vre",66 c24

(1 Y;; )i)=-L(Y,1- +.( 1-)u1A+L-thg-1/2 4y;;uru2

±L.--Invitv+L-312T-112 . inuvu2v

L- Iv --FL Yi;17icb (8.5)
v H-L-1 /Teo c28s+kygT"

(k+ N; N =L-1(N 4)ml'
+L-312g-11207ziruzik+L-2Nuv

L 5I2g -1/21N;;uvu2v +L -2 Iv+ IN;i, 11A

.4-L-1 Ni;,1,1,vjiit +L-1 -N v1,1

-1--L-21-Ace28,-*L-lkivgT"

It shall be pointed out that the derivative Y;;,. includes the poten-
tial-flow contribution X": and the derivative EL the potential-flow
contribution Ti'. In the forward speed equation X; is given a value
Much smaller than its ideal value equal to 17: . (Cf. page 46.)

Eq. (8.5) is to be combined with Eqs. (7.3), (7.4) and (7.61. In
case of twin-screw ships (7.6) is to be properly modified and terms
corresponding to sv Tv and .98- Ts are to be introduced in (8.51.

Some Elementary Concepts

So far as small motions are considered forward speed and r.p.m.
remain almost constant and the rudder force and moment may be
regarded as functions of nominal helm 8. The yaw-rate/helm relation
is given by the transfer function

of

(1

.

+

)

.
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1+ To
(8.6)

1+ (T T 282

1

and the ship heading response by , which may be
8

used with Y2 from eq. (7.5) to study the closed-loop system with
transfer function F=Y11(1-1-- Y1 Y2), [9].

The static gain and the three time constants in (8.6) are built up
from the coefficient of eq. (8.5). T3 is always positive. The two con-
stants T, and T, are given by the roots of the characteristic equation.

1
If s1= --' the root to the right on the real axis, turns positive

the ship is inherently unstable. The analytical criterion for dynamic
stability suggests the dynamic stability lever

ir" iv" G ur (8.7)- nr

to be a suitable measure for the degree of stability. In particular it
provides a good illustration when studying the effects onto the
stability characteristics of changes in the stability derivatives. A
typical value for an unstable tanker may be, say l,.--(=--0.30-0.45
0.15. The relation between the magnitude of this negative stabi-
lity lever and the height of the hysteresis loop is very sensitive to
the form of the mathematical model chosen.

A first-order approximation to the transfer function (8.6) yields a
step response, which is correct for large values of t provided theeffective
time constant T is defined by T=T,±T, T3. With T,<T,±T,
the quotient K'IT', discussed in the beginning of Section 7, is

K'IT'
_41.
Y'ev

i.e., it is proportional to the ratio of rudder-induced turning moment
over ship inertia; the magnitude of K'IT' given by (8.8) is roughly
just about a quarter of the value predicted for an uncoupled yawing

(8.8)

K + T

V

==
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motion. It will be seen that denominator as well as numerator increases
in shallow water, but that the over-all change will mean a reduction
of this rudder-on-ship effectiveness factor.

Most modern large tankers are slightly unstable, or marginal stable,
i.e. l,=-4. For such ships the pivoting point is given by the simple
relation

OPwhich may be approximated by =0.45 + 1(&. 2). For a
. L T

typical tanker: this corresponds to OPIL=0.5'. (The formula in fact
indicates an acceptable value also for the destroyer, about 0.3.)
Again, the pivoting point positionor the drift angle pis a critical
parameter to study when entering shallow waters.

9. Confined Water Flow Phenomena and
Some Results from Theory

Mainly on Resistance

In his notes for a third volume of "Hydrodynamics in Ship Design"
SAUNDERS collected a number of citations, ranging from SCOTT=i
RUSSEL to MOODY, which all illustrate the classical picture of ship
behaviour in confined waters as it has been derived from observations
in full scale and in model tests, [78]. He also concluded that, by
1960, the ventures and progresses made in analytical studies of ship
manoeuvring in shallow waters remained scarce. One exception was
offered by the papers by BRARD, [79]. The problems of interaction
between meeting or passing ships, or between ships travelling abreast
closely related to the bank effect problem of the single shiphad
been dealt with by WEINBLUM [80), HAVELOCK [81], and SILVER-
STEIN [821

Undoubtedly' much more effort had by then been deoted to the
changes of frictional and wave resistance of ships in axial motion
in confined waters, and an important survey and contribution had
been given by SCHUSTER [83].

Ocean-going ships generally move at low speeds in shallow or
narrow waterways, and hence the deformation of the wave system

(8.9)
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is small. According to SCHUSTER the wave resistance is not notably
affected by a limited depth for speeds below Fnh=0.7, at which speed
the excentricity of the orbital ellipse corresponds to a diameter differ-
ence of about 5 per cent. In case of a bottom depth of 15 m this
again corresponds to a ship speed of 16 knots.

In ref. [84] WEINBLITM demonstrated that the wave-making in
canal is a complicated function of speed, depth and width. In general
it is therefore not possible to define a single effective length to char-
acterize the canal dimensions in a speed number. However, effective
canal speed includes the back-flow, and just as a critical speed in
shallow water is defined by the speed of the solitary wave, Vgh,
experimental evidence advocates a critical speed in a certain canal

corresponding to a certain BOUSSINESQUE number B=F,1/ --h +1.

(Here W is equal to half the mean width of the section.) For a rec-
tangular section MULLER proved that the maximum wave resistance

occured at Fah= (2 +1)-112, [85]. In a canal 15 m deep and 120 m

wide this correspond to Fnh=0.81. Again, let it be assumed that a
significant change of the wave resistance due to the confinements
will be found only at a speed equal to or higher than 70 per cent
of this critical speed: this now gives a speed of about 13 knots, much
to high to be experienced in canal transits involving normal blockage
ratios. It may be concluded that the additional resistance terms to
appear in the speed equation normally need not to account for the
oscillatory wave-making components.

Reference shall here be given to recent studies of the unsteady
flow conditions existing within a critical speed range for a ship in
a canal; this range tends to zero when the width of the canal tends
to infinity, [86], [87].

At sub-critical speeds the wave-making itself may influence the
lateral force and moment on a ship moving along a bank, as shown
by SILVERSTEIN, [82]. In case of the low FROUDE numbers met with
in practice also these effects may probably be ignored, and the water
surface thus be treated as a solid wall. At FL=0.078 or Fnh=--0.32,
realized for a 98,000 t.dw. tanker proceeding at a speed of 14 km/h
through the Suez canal, the longitudinal waves will have a length

,of some 10 m, i.e. only 4 per cent of the length of the ship.
The back-flow producing an increase of frictional resistance will

5
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also produce an increase of sinkage, and in case of small bed clear-,
ances this will of course indirectly affect the lateral forces sensitive
to the clearance. These secondary effects must be born in mind when
comparing predictions from theory with results from force measure-
ments on models, which are free to heave and trim. In the normal
evaluation and presentation of such measurements, however, it will
be considered more practical always to use the nominal under-keel
clearance.

The viscous resistance, including frictional as well as viscous pressure
resistance, may be calculated accepting a plate friction line and a
form factor, characteristic for the supervelocities along the hull. This
resistance now may be written [10] r-v_h,-=-Irue,u2, where u is the
forward speed of the ship. In confined waters there are additional
supervelocities, the effect of which is equivalent to a back-flow along
the hull and waterway bottom, where another boundary layer is
generated. The two boundary layers will reduce the effective under-
keel clearance, which tend to increase the trim by stern. Separation
and unsymmetrical eddy-making within the boundary layers may
initiate yawing tendencies in straight running, or change the behaviour
of the ship in manoeuvres.

GRAFF has suggested to consider part of the mean back flow, At I1,,

to be due to the lateral restriction, and the other part, AUh, to be due
to the finite depth, [88]. In normal applications AU is small compared,
to u, so that

1 (1+ 2AUb (1+ 2A U h

u u
(9.1)

The effects of a plane bottom at distance h below the ship water-
line and a pair of parallell vertical walls, each one at distance W
from the ship centreline, are those produced by an infinite array of
image bodies with spacings equal to 2h, and 2W respectively. At
the double-body ship centreline the lateral perturbation velocities
cancel whereas the axial components add together. (This simple
concept is not valid for W or h small compared to B or T, in which
case additional doublet distributions are required to prevent a de-
formation of the body contour.) GRAFF choose to calculate an approx-
imate value of Kb for an elliptic cylinder, extending from the surface
down to the bottom and having a beam given by the three-dimen-,
sional form displacement. (Thus Kb is dependent on canal depth,

1
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although the final calculation is purely two-dimensional.) For the
calculation of Kh he used an equivalent spheroid and results for
supervelocities earlier published by KIRCH, [89]. His final results are
given in graphs and compared with model measurements, which con-
firm that this method offers acceptable values of resistance allowances
for moderate confinements. It is thereby also possible to define a
suitable form of resistance derivatives to be evaluated from model
experiments from case to case.

In particular, a limited re-analysis of some of the data given by
GRAFF indicates that the resistance increase in shallow water will
be proportional to the increase of an under-keel clearance parameter

hT Further analysis of the results for sinkage in shallow

water according to TUCK'S theory are likewise in favour of the use
of this parameter. (See below.)

In waterways severely restricted in width as well as in depth the
increase of resistance is a complex function of blockage conditions.
From model tests with a Rhine vessel [90] it appears that the added
resistance at a given forward speed may be approximated by an

BT BT
expression of the form AR_=a

-Wh
+b

-Wh
or, roughly,

AX(u, ,T))= i-X7i uTij (9.2)

where = - is a bank spacing parameter defined from the mean

width 2W of the canal cross section. (See Section 10.)
The higher resistance in confined waterways is associated with a

lower propeller efficiency, and the total propulsive efficiency is further
reduced by an increase of the thrust deduction. The influence of flow
restrictions on thrust deduction and wake factors has also been con-
sidered in a paper by GRAFF, [91]. In most simulator applications
this latter influence may be ignored. However, the computed values
of r.p.m. and speed attained at a given engine setting should be
compared with, say, diagrams compiled by SJOSTROM, [92].

Sinkage and Lateral Forces in Shallow Water
Within the last decade the application of slender-body theory has

furnished new understanding and quantitative estimates to the old

- ,
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experience on sinkage and lateral motions in confined waters. Further
developments of the theories and more accurate measurements are
required to bridge a gap still remaining in force predictions.

In an essentially forward motion of the ship in shallow water the
back-flow is increased all round the frame sections, and according
to the first-order theory of TUCK the dynamic pressure is largely
constant in the water around a cross-section of the hull and over the
bottom bed close below it, [93]. Upon assumption of a water depth
of same order as the draught, the draught and beam being small
compared to the length of ship and waves, and by use of the new
technique of "matched asymptotic expansions" TUCK derived for-
mulas for the vertical forces and so also for the sinkage and trim at
sub- and super-critical speeds.

In case of ships with fore-and-aft synnhetry the theory predicts
zero trim for subcritical speeds, and zero sinkage for supercritical
speeds. For small to moderate FROUDE numbers based on depth
the sinkage varies as speed squared, and, using the under-keel clear-
ance parameter defined here, according to the upper curve of Fig. 22.

In ref. [94] TUCK has extended the theory to canals of finite width,
in which the ratio of sinkage into the water (or trim) in the canal
to the sinkage (or trim) in shallow water is given by a unique curve
on basis of a simple width-and-speed parameter. Replotting this curve
as in the lower diagram of Fig. 22 TUCK'S results are shown to yield
a square dependence on the bank-spacing parameter ij when l'nh2 1.

In canals presenting higher blockage the total sinkage or "squat"
is dominated by the contribution from water level lowering as a
consequence of flow continuity. From the BERNOULLIE and continuity
equations an approximate relation for the hydrostatic ship sinkage
in terms of ship lengths is given by -

A0
nL2

(PL Ac

cxwL
1

A° LWbeach F 2
Ac A, n'L

Here soL and awL are the prismatic and waterline-area coefficients
of the ship. Other methods of the practical calculation of squat are
discussed in ref. [95].

At low speeds wave making is concentrated to boil.* and stern of
the ship, were changes of the local velocities do not influence the

(9.3)
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blockage conditions, and it shall be possible to calculate the forces
on the ship without regard to wave making. The absolute speed still
is a parameter, as it is seen to affect the hydraulic as well as the
dynamic squat in a canal.

KAN and HANAOKA first presented low-aspect-ratio wing results
for the calculation of transverse forces and moments on a ship in
oblique or turning motions in shallow water, [96]. As the theory
predicts the same correction factor to be applied to all deep-water
values it seems to be essentially a two-dimensional theory as it is
in deep water. NEWMAN studied the same problem by use of the
method of matched asymptotic expansions and by the assumption
of a three-dimensional flow, differently orientated close to the body
and close to the bottom (and upper image wall), [97]. His results
bear out the effects of finite length, most obvious in case of moments
due to yaw acceleration.

NEWMAN considers the inner flow to be a two-dimensional cross-
flow of reduced velocity, at each section depending on a blockage
parameter in the velocity potential. The outer solution assumes flow
to take place in planes parallel to the bottom wall at nominal trans-
verse velocity as the body is reduced to a cut normal to the flow,
this being physically similar to the flow past a porous plate. The
results as applied to forces on a wing of low aspect ratio (or to a
ship) are given in a simple diagram in [97], and here they are used
for comparisons with ship model values in Figs. 38 and 39. (A limited
comparison of sway force and moment derivatives derived for the
SSPA tanker model was included in [97]. A small adjustment of
model force derivative appears in the present comparison, due to
modified assumptions for non-linear viscous cross-flow contribution;
cf. Section 11.)

Model tests results will be seen to indicate that the lateral forces
increase much more rapidly with diminishing under-keel clearance
than is predicted by NEWMAN'S theory as well as by that of KAN
and HANAOKA. INouE and colleagues have recently published two
papers, where they present calculations, which do agree quite well
with the experiments, [98, 99].

As in previous works by INou-E the new theories are partly based
on the main ideas of VON KARMAN and BOLLAY in the non-linear
lifting surface theory for flat plate rectangular wings of small aspect
ratio, [100]. BOLLAY assumed a constant strength of bound vortices
and downwash along the span, and calculated the variation of vortex
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intensity along the chord as well as the effective angle at which the
horse-shoe trailing vortices leave the tip chord from the boundary
conditions. The general results for the normal force coefficient in-
clude a linear term, which agrees with the PRANDTL solution for
infinite aspect ratio in the one extreme, but also a non-linear term,
which in the other extreme of zero aspect ratio equals NEWTON'S
value for inelastic impact, 2 5in2 C . In Section 6 above the linear con-
tribution was taken to be predicted by JONES' zero-aspect-ratio wing

theory, which postulates an elliptical distribution of vortex strength
along the span [38], whereas the non-linear effects then were estimated

from a separate consideration of cross-flow drag. It appears that both
approaches may be accepted on the assumption that the constancy
of vortex strength along the span in BOLLAY'S theory is mainly

attributed to the non-linearities; INotrE also introduced correction
factors to account for viscous effects.

In ref. [98] the shallow water effects in the four stability derivatives

were derived in analogy with the unbounded flow case but by in-
elusion of infinite arrays of vortex images. In Fig. 23 the results are
presented as recalculated on basis of the under-keel clearance para-

meter comparisons with experiments are given in Fig. 38. The
final results for Y and N in channels of finite width were obtained
by use of additional infinite images [99], and they are here compared
with experimental values in Figs. 40 and 41.

Side Wall Effects in Deep and Shallow Waters
The lateral forces acting on a body in an unsymmetrical field of

flow are well known to their effects: bank suction and interaction
between ships on parallel courses have already been mentioned in
the beginning of this Section.

A full-bodied deep-draughted ship that proceeds parallel to the
vertical bank on one side of a wide canal presents an almost two-
dimensional problem of great importance; the simple flow around
a RANKINE oval in presence of a vertical wall will be derived to
illustrate the geometry of the interference, but also the failure of this
approach for small wall clearances. (The oval in a symmetrical flow
between two parallel walls has been studied by BORDEN, [101].)

Consider a two-dimensional homogeneous flow U, parallel to the
negative axis x, into which are introduced a line source at (a, -id)
and a line sink at (a, -id), both of strength in per unit length

;
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Fig. 23. Relative change of the stability derivatives with variation of water depth
parameter as predicted by Iicoun theory for hulls with

different LIT ratios.

perpendicular to the complex plane e=x+iy. The dividing streamline
(with P= Elocl) defines a RANKINE oval of length 21 and beam 2b.

The length-to-beam ratio is governed by the parameter through
U 0athe relations

a

(l
a

2m a
b

(9.4)
a U ,
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+ tan-1
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a a a

Some calculations for the oval with 111)=6 have been performed
by use of an analogue computer. In Fig. 24 are shown the (degenerated)
contours and a few streamlines for ovals at distances d=0.5a and
d-=0.33a from the rigid wall. The velocity distribution along the wall
is given by

-a
-1

Ux a=- 1- 2
U, a tr 0r(x (d (x (d )21- + -

a aa a

Ap Ux
and the dimensionless change of pressure, (x)=1- . is also

go U,
shown in Fig. 24.
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With m=0.0633 aU the ratio is 11b-=6. The water-line coefficient
for the same oval is aw,=0.882.

To a first approximation the effect of a rigid wall along the x axis,
dividing the homogeneous flow far ahead of the body, is that pro-
duced by the image line source and sink at (a, id) and (-a, id),
respectively; the original oval is slightly distorted, however, and its
complete restoration would require an infinite number of successive
images in the rigid wall and in the oval boundaries. In the first
approximation the complex potential is given by

w=U06-m[ln (e aid)]
+m[In (6-kad-id)+1n (6+a-id)] (9.5)

and the equation of the stream function by

(9.6)

(9.7)
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Fig. 24. Streamlines around degenerated, ovals moving parallel to a vertical wall,
and variation of pressure along the wall.

Close to the rigid wall the streamlines are forced to run almost
parallel to it, but at some distance they are curved, which influences
the velocity distribution in planes normal to the wall. For d=a
the supervelocity past the body midship section is 20 per cent higher
than at the wall, but as the body is brought closer to the wall the
variation of the velocity over the gap is progressively smaller. Finally
the degenerating oval develops a camber, and the reversed curvature
of the streamlines is now responsible for a velocity drop throughout
the gap and especially close to the contour. From the curves of wall
pressures in Fig. 24 it appears that the first order image theory for
the oval here may perhaps be valid for a distance, as small as d=0.50a,
but certainly not for d= 0.33a. (For d= 0.33a the gap between original
body contour and wall equals 0.15a, or 0.42B.)

2 ( d )2
Far ahead., of the body (where

-a-
> ) the pressure on

the wall is essentially independent of the distance d. End effects from
short banks will be felt at a longitudinal distance of 1.5L forward
of bow or aft of stern,, and transient phenomena will dominate during

0,2

-0

-0,6

-0,2

4.050

0,50
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Fig. 25. Force derivative 1/'uversus wall-distance parameter n for oval (L/B= 6)
moving parallel to vertical wall.

the passage of a bank which is, say, of a length less than six times
the length of the body.

The area of negative pressures abreast the body is gradually short-
ened as wall distance is reduced, but within the validity of the theory
the minimum pressure still becomes lower. Remembering that Y"
is the lateral force related to body weight the attraction-force-forward-
speed derivative of interest is

1

Ap x
d (9.8)

0 go CI

2cx w

where awL is the water-line coefficient. The result for Y." is displayed

versus the wall-distance parameter n= in Fig. 25.

0

L
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It is of interest to note that in an important range of 17 for practical
applications the suction force is almost proportional to this parameter,
as indicated by the straight line. For small 77 the force grows more
rapidly, as also known from the elementary solution for the circular
,cylinder. For large .7), or small body-to-wall separations, the rate of
increase of the attraction force falls off, due to the degeneration of
the oval into a cambered cylinder. It should be observed, however,
that the cambered cylinder would not experience any lateral force if
alone in an irrotational flow; such a force could only develop in
presence of a circulation, which would cause the stagnation points to
move, and the symmetry of the flow to break down.

The proportionality constant indicated by the straight line shown
in the diagram is equal to Yu; 0.030; this value is in reasonable
quantitative agreement with experimental results for three-dimem
sional model ship forms in case of small under-keel clearances. It is
suggested, however, that the force derivative in water of finite depth
will be obtained as (1- Y)c=1 nun++ /7.-2,4t, where -I Y is the
deep-water value for the finite-draught ship. (See next Section.)

The, lateral body forces acting on a body of revolution in axial
motion in close presence of .a vertical wall have been studied by
NEWMAN, [102]. The source distribution inside the body is mirrored
in the wall, and in addition the calculations require the original
distribution to be off-set towards the wall. This three-dimensional
source distribution defines the velocity potential and so the forces
may be found by use of the LAGALLY theorem. The result again is
an attraction towards the wall, now increasing monotonically up to
a finite value at body-and-wall contact. With present notationand
with V- equal to the displacement of the submerged half of a body
of revolution at low. FROUDE number'

1/2
b03 r

2 " 4 2V j
1/2,

a

A I x \Ill'
-;1okL)1 --

In the analogue expression for the moment, derivative I- N the inte-
grand includes the factor xIL.

It is concluded that for geometrically related bodies With same
sectional-area distribution the suction force will be Inversely pro-

"

d() (9.9),

2

A x

d
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Fig. 26. Lateral force on a body moving parallel to a vertical wall. Measurements

on propelled tanker model and theoretical results for bodies of revolution.

portional to the length, whereas the yawing moment will be in-
dependent of length variation. The results also indicate that there
will be a bow-away-from-wall moment for bodies with a stern, which
is blunt compared to the bow, and vice versa.

In Fig. 26 calculations by NEW1VIAN'S method are compared with
the results of force measurements on a tanker model towed along

Y p
r
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the vertical wall of a ship model basin. (Cf. Section 11 . ) Basin depth
was equal to 0.29 L, total basin width equal to 2.7 The
diagram is plotted on ratio of wall distance to maximum radius of
equivalent body of revolution, defined by length and displacement
of model hull+image. The better agreement is obtained for that
equivalent body, which also has the same sectional area curve, but
even then the experimental results are some 25 per cent in excess
of the prediction. At larger separations the difference is still larger.
Comparative calculations using SILVERSTEIN'S "not-too-near-wall"
results for an equivalent ovoid, [82], are included in the diagram;
in this case the prediction is better for larger separations, but in all
much too high.

As long as the body is not too close to wall contacti.e., for
( d 2

bo 1the NEWMAN theory, eq. (9.9), gives a linear dependence

for the lateral force on ratio of body radius to centre-line wall distance;
thus it is proportional to 77, or 712, defined for starboard or port wall
distances in next Section. This linear dependence suggests that the
lateral force on the ship between two parallel vertical walls may be
obtained by adding the effects from each one, which idea may also
be supported by the new presentation of old DTMB data [103,
104] given in Fig. 27. The diagram includes force and moment meas-
urements on a twin-screw tanker model at FnL=0.05 in several canal
sections of simple rectangular form. The dotted curve for hIT=1,
derived from extrapolation of the experimental results for small
under-keel clearances, may be compared with the prediction for the
oval in two-dimensional flow by use of the first-order image theory
earlier given in Fig. 25.

The theoretical results for bow-away-from-wall moments are some-
what modified in practice, where bow wave and screw action con-
tribute to make the tendency felt in ships of all types. Thus, in general
a ship that moves off the centre-line of a canal must use helm towards
the near wall and it takes up a small bow-from-wall equilibrium
angle. Typical values derived from [103] for the 721' tanker off-set
50' from centre-line of the 500' x 45' section are 15° helm and 10 drift.

On Changes in Lateral Cross Flow Drag
The motion in shallow port approaches may involve much larger

drift angles, and the behaviour of the ship is markedly affected by
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Fig. 27. Asymmetric forces and moments on a twin-screw tanker model moving parallel
to the vertical walls of canals of differing widths and depths FnL= 0.0505.

(From DTMB test data.)
Upper curves: Constant depth. Lower curves: Varying depths.

the increase of lateral cross flow resistance due to under-keel blockage.
The diagram in Fig. 28 is compiled from shallow water test data in
ref. [50], and from Japanese data in ref. [105], which also includes
measurements in presence of a wall. Again the parameters and 77

are used for the presentation. For moderate cross-flow drag increases

in proportion to just as the linear force derivatives, but the depen-
dence on 7/ is of higher order. The cross-coupling between and 7)

may probably be ignored in practical applications.

/
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Fig. 28. Corrections to ship model cross-flow drag coefficients due to change of depth
and presence of vertical wall.,

10. Formal Representation of Confinement Effects

Waterway Description
The uniform straight canal with a rectangular section is the most

simple case of a waterway confined in depth and width, but even there
several parameters are required to characterize the flow phenomena
taking place. It was seen in the last Section that the wall distance
parameter 7/ and the under-keel clearance parameter both were
useful tools for the description of certain effects. Their first merit,
of course, is due to the zero values defined in unrestricted deep water.

Figs. 29 and 30 show a more general section of a canal. Such a canal
is usually described by its mean depth between the bed lines, its
widths at bed and beach lines, and its cross-section area, related to
the midship section of a transiting ship by the blockage ratio. The
position of the ship in the canal is mostly given by the off-centre
distance, and by the angle to the canal centre-line. Here approximate
expressions involving the new parameters only will be given for the
main geometric characteristics.

-12 -10

- 5
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- Fig. 29,. Ship moving parallel to walls in a straight canal.

The depth h is considered constant between the bed lines. The
,mean width 2W is defined as the quotient between cross-section area
A, and depth h. The ratio 2W /B is a better parameter for width-to-
beam relations the more shallow is the canal. For use with theoretical
results for thin ships the width parameter will here not be related
'to beam but to ship length L.

As seen from Fig. 30 the bank and ship positions may be given by
co-ordinates normal to a datum line essentially parallel to the main
direction of the canal. The orientation of the ship is given by the
heading angle tfr , measured from the same datum line. The basic
geometric parameters are defined as

'Under-keel clearance parameter =T1(hT) -

Port bank distance parameter lip = LI( Wr yo,)

Stbd bank distance parameter 778-=-LAW 0)"
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Fig. 30. Ship moving in a canal of slowly changing form.

Note that W, >y, >W2 so that 77, >0 and 7/p<0. It is also convenient
to introduce

718 +11v (10.2)

The mean width of the canal at the station considered is

2 L (10.3)
'18

where the parameter ratio in the right member is constant for all
lateral positions of the ship in the cross section. Especially, when

Lship on centre-line so that --qp =- /2. there is - = j0/4.
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In fact V 4 alone is 'an acceptable approximation to the "ship length-
to-canal width" parameter ratio' also at ship positions slightly off-set
from the centre-line:: with YD W/4 '7-114 Over-estimates the ratio

014 with less than 7 per cent. As a consequence 77-i and

may be used to, define an approximate blockage ratio

BT 1 B
4 L 1 -I--

(10.4)

'For small the blockage ratio is proportional to 7-g, for large
to T1 alone.

Force Representation
The assymmetric forces appearing in presence of a single wall or

in a canal are highly increased by an increase of the under-keel clear-
ance parameter, and the general model will include complex couplings.
If a single canal depth is studied on basis of special model tests it
is of course possible to express the wall effect forces in terms of 712,

and 778 only. Although the geometry of the inflow to the propeller
may be modified in confined water it is assumed that the control
derivatives remain unchanged and that changes of rudder forces are,
due to changes of screw loading only.

When suitable theoretical and experimental information becomes
available it shall be possible to include the effects of ship motions
towards the wall and of the angular orientation along it. At present
solution to the problem of motions oblique to a wall seem to be
known only for elementary singularities, such as circular cylinders
and spheres, [106];. In particular, these results give a repulsion by
the 'wall on the body moving toward or away from it, but, again
of course, an attraction on the body moving parallel to it.

For the present investigation it shall be assumed that the effects
of the walls on a ship moving not to close to them will be approximated
by the quasi-steady asymmetry, and that the added masses may be
taken as those derived for low-frequency oscillations in the centre
of the confinement..

In the previous Section was shown that the attraction force on
the ship in motion parallel to a wall is 'essentially inversely propor-
tional to the separating distance, i.e.(u 77 )Y. , uans 2127137 and
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that the effects of two walls may be approximated by superposition.
Thus for Y(u, np)

Y u.3722778+1- YvurypUN Yuunu2n (10.5)

where Yuury Yuuti8 YIturyp

As the ship moves closer to one of the walls, or as the walls are
closer, this expression shall be completed by terms in 77,2 and Iip I7/p,
or alternatively, in 77-71.

The effect of a limited bottom depth is included by additional
terms in 7g and nig. The forces due to steady sway and yaw are
assumed to be increased in proportion to uv and urij, and to uvi-g
and urig respectively. The dependence of added inertias on the con-
finements are represented by terms in and n and iv, all so
far evaluated from the results published by FUJINO, [5].

11. Model Tests
Test Program and Model

Six years ago an experiment program was designed for a tanker
model with a view to put to test and improve the analytical model
set up as well as to obtain basic simulator data for a first canal transit
study. Full scale measurements should subsequently be made with
the 98,000 t.dw. prototype in the Suez Canal, but as things went
about these plans could not be fullfilled.

In November 1965 a first series of three-component force measure-
ments were ordered to be run with a 1:70 scale model at the VBD
Laboratories in Duisburg. The test program included straight-line
oblique towing of the propelled model in "deep" and shallow water
in the large Shallow Water Tank and rotating arm tests at same
depths in the Manoeuvring Tank. It also included straight-line oblique
towing of the same propelled model in two Suez-Canal-type sections
with a water depth equal to that of the shallow water tests. Most
of these tests were run at self-propulsion point of model, determined
from straight course speed runs in the waterways studied. All tests
were performed at maximum "Suez draught". Resistance and pro-
pulsion tests had earlier been completed at SSPA with a 1:35
scale model on several draughts, and ship speed trials were analyzed
to support the prediction of full scale screw loadings and control
derivatives on model test draught. (Cf. Section 7.)

-
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Additional tests in the VBD Shallow Water Tank were ordered
in April 1966 to establish near-to-wall stiffness derivatives from
straight-line motion close to one of the vertical basin walls in "deep"
water. After a series of repeated tests with a modified recording system
the full captive model test program was completed in April 1967.
The preliminary test data are included in reports [107] and tables
from VBD.

The test program is condensed in Table III and in Figs. 31 and 32,
these illustrating the proportions involved. In all the tests the model
was free to heave and trim in its xz-plane by fore and aft linkages
attached to a heavy beam, this beam again hanging in a long parallel
pendulum arrangement from the top of the carriage or rotating arm,
and orientated according to the drift angle desired. Different damping
devices were tried in order to control the long period surge and the
mechanical oscillations induced by the carriage. There was no evi-
dence of any effect on the lateral forces of a periodic shedding of
vortices in the wake. The lateral forces at bow and stern as well as

Table III. Test program for the MALMoHIIS model (L pp= 3.614 m, T = 0.165 m).

Series

Waterway
designation

FW RAF

Free Free
water water

NW SW

Near to Shallow
wall water

RAS

Shallow
water

CS I

Canal

CS II

Canal

Model dimensions:
Water depth, h aim 1050 1050 1050 214 214 214 214

Basin diameter, 2111,
Tank width, W bed

mm
ITHT1

24500
9800 9800 9800

24500
1020 1200

Tank width, W beach mm 9800 9800 9800 2300 2484
Tank width, 2W ITIM 9800 9800 9800 1660 1842

=T1(hT) 0.19 0.19 0.19 3.37 3.37 3.37 3.37
LIRb 0.29 0.29

"TN L/217 0.37 0.37 0.37 2.18 1.96
4

Parameter variation:
Range of r' =LIR 0.36+ 0.54 0.36+ 0.54
Max ?is or Inpi 0 4.33 0 7.95 6.63
Range of g or tk ±6 00 ±6° ±6° 0° ±6° ±6°
Range of 8 ±25° 0° 0° ±25° 0° -25° 0°

-

- -

.
-
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-

NW and FW

SW

CS

Fig. 31. Waterway sections in oblique towing tests. (Labels refer to test series in
Table III.)

the unbalanced towing force supplied amidship were measured by
means of electrical resistance wire strain gauges.

It shall be observed that no acceleration derivatives could be
obtained from these tests. Most of the force measurements, were
made at a model speed of 0.465 m/s, corresponding to a ship speed
of 7.6 knots or 14 km/h.

The ship prototype was the 98,000 t.dw. single-screw/single-rudder
turbin tanker 1VIALmeaus delivered from Kockums to M a 1 m-

I
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Th- _

R AS

Fig. 32. Waterway sections in rotating arm tests.

r os R e der i AB in October 1965 for use in the crude oil trade
through the Suez Canal on a reduced draught. The main dimensions
of ship and 1:70 scale model are given in Table IV, and the body
plan is shown in Fig. 33. The permission to publish these details is

gratefully acknowledged.
The prototype has a Mariner-type rudder, normal bow and no

bilge keels; a few tests were run to investigate the effects of a bulbous
bow and of bilge keels of common design.

0
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,Fig. 33. Model of 98`,000 t.dw. tanker MALNIOHITS Body plan and profiles. Model
tested on "Suez draught".

Table IV.

Ship
(TIT MALMOHUS;

1:70 Model
(VBD Model)

Length, L=L
Beam, B

m

m

253.00,

38.94

. 3,614

0.556
Design draught, Tcwi,

Suez draught (38'), T'
m

m
13.45

11.58

0.192

0.165
Displacement, Suez draught, V m3 91.933 0.2680
Slenderness ratio, Suez, Lpp/V1'3
Midship coefficient, Suez, 8

- . 5.606,

0.991
_

CB forward of Lpp/2, xGIL pp. 4- 0.0185
Long. radius of gyration/Lpp = 0.23

Propeller diameter, D 7.15 0.1021
Pitch ratio, PID 0.74

Area ratio, Adtdo. 0.65

Number of blades, z 6
Rudder area, total, Ar
Horn area/A,
Relative rudder area, 21,, LT

ma 64.8,

0.182

0.0221

0.0132

Height at stock, b, - m 9.80' 0:140

-

-

m



Fig. 34. The MALMOHUS model Force coefficient Y"()/u2
in deep and shallow water.

89

Results for Force and Moment Coefficients
Figs. 34-37 show plot of force and moment coefficients from tests

in deep (free) and shallow water, and the analytical approximation
obtained by stepwise regression analysis. Results from the near-to-
wall experiments have been given in Fig. 26.

In the evaluation it was consistently assumed that the changes of
first and second order derivatives due to finite depth could be approx-
imated by terms proportional to As the tests did include two values
of only, one of which very small, this does not effect the derivatives
derived for the setwo depth conditions, nor the "true-deep-water" values.

Further, because of the scatter of experimental data it proved
suitable to perform the analysis with an assumed value for the deep-
water cross-flow resistance corresponding to CD= 0.7; cf. Section 6.

In agreement with earlier findings the test results indicate a very
marked influence of shallow water on the non-linear force contri-
butions, and on the lateral force due to yaw in particular. It shall
be observed that the analysis involves a change of sign in the first-
order rotary force derivative as water depth is reduced.

The force and moment derivatives derived from shallow water and
canal tests will be presented in the next Section.
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Fig. 35. The MALMOHUS model Moment coefficient N-(g)/u
in deep and shallow water.

-0.4 -0.2

0.2 Tests at Fn = 0078- 0.108

0.1

-0.1

-0.2

-03

- 0.4

t= 0.19

1= 3.37

Fig. 36. The MALMOHUS model Total force coefficient Y"(r')/u"2
in deep and shallow water.
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Fig. 37. The MALMoHITS model Moment coefficient N 'WW2
in deep and shallow water.

12. Results for Confinement Derivatives
Figs. 38-45 present some of the empirical or semi-empirical results

available for the main lateral hydrodynamic derivatives, which appear
in the confinement terms of the completed mathematical model. The
derivatives Yuun and Num as well as 4 Yuun and I for the MALmoHus
model have been derived from the near-to-wall tests in deep water,
which results are not shown here. (4 Yu"n may be found from the
diagram in Fig. 26, however.)

In Fig. 38 the shallow water results obtained for the MALM6HUS
model (SSPA tanker) are compared with similar experimental
results published by FUJINO, [5], and with calculations by use of
the theories of NEWMAN [97] and INouE [98]. The SSPA test
analysis is based on a linear dependence of the derivatives on and
the results are consequently given by plots on straight lines in the
diagrams. FumNo's derivatives are evaluated separately for each
depth.

As already known from Fig. 23 the theory is in support of the
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mainly linear dependence on and this is essentially confirmed by
the experimental results. In general the theory seems to under-
estimate the effects of the finite depth, however, especially in the
stiffness moment. It is not impossible that some of the non-linearity

with inherent in the experimental curves for z Yu, and AN,. may
originate from an ignorance of the large cross-flow drags seen to
exist in shallow water. (Cf. Fig. 28.) The strange results for
that are obtained for the SSPA tanker motivate a plea for tests
always to be run at three or more depths.

Increases of added mass and added moment of inertia as obtained
from FUJINO'S experiments anct. NEwm.4-ic's theory are shown in Fig.
39, again in poor agreement,

Figs. 40 and 41 include a comparison of lateral forces and yawing
moments, respectively, in oblique towing in shallow waters and in
the centre-line of canals as measured. by FUJINO [5] and as derived
from INouE's theory, [99]. At least the effects due to the presence
of the canal banks seem to be sufficiently well predicted.

The diagrams in Figs. 42-45 are all compiled from FunNo's PMM
measurements in shallow waters and canals, showing rotary force
and moment derivatives, and the two main acceleration derivatives.
The dotted curves again suggest a linear increase of these derivati-

ves with in unrestricted water, and a more complex dependence,

on and in a canal. (Cf. end of Section 10.)

)
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Fig. 40. Static force derivative for tanker as a function of waterway depth and width,
replotted from Fumm PMM data and compared with results from INOUE theory.
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Fig. 42. Rotary force derivative for tanker as a function of waterway depth and width,
replotted from FUJINO PMM data.
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Fig. 43. Rotary moment derivative for tanker as a function of waterway depth and
width, replotted from Fumwo PMM data.
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-J
Fig. 44. Rel. change of lateral acceleration force derivative for tanker as a function

of waterway depth and width, replotted from FUJINO PMM data.

7 /

Fig. 45. Rel. change of rotary acceleration moment derivative for a tanker as a function
of waterway depth and width, replotted from FUJINO PMM data.
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13. Some Aspects of Ship Behaviour in Confined Waters
Here a few comments will be given on some of the results obtained

in a computer and simulator study performed for the 98,000 t.dw.
tanker. The diagrams in Figs. 46-53 all include results directly drawn
on the analogue computer recorder.

The only full scale manoeuvring trials with the prototype ship so
far available are a 200/200 zig-zag test and a DIEITDONNP, spiral, both
run at full speed on full draught. These results are compared with
the computer predictionsor hindcasts for the ship on Suez draught
in Figs. 46 and 47. As the difference in draught is not likely to have
a significant influence the agreement is quite good. It shall be ob-
served that the derivatives with respect to Iv Ir and v Ir I are not derived
from measurements with this model but taken from an analysis of
rotating arm tests with another tanker form, and the almost exact
prediction of overswing angles might be somewhat accidental.

The good correlation of speed loss in the zig-zag manoeuvre is

satisfying. The phase difference is likely to be due in part to the stern
position of the ship's pressure-type speed log.

Fig. 46. T/T MALM6HUS - 200/200 zig zag test in deep water. Comparison of full
scale trial and computer prediction.

I
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Fig. 47. TiT MemmOirus (8c)-diagram from spiral tests in deep water. COmparison,

of full scale trials ,( x, o) and computer prediction ,( ),.

The ship (and simulator model) is slightly unstable on 'straight
course in deep water; the total loop width is about 3.50 at low speed
as well as at high. In Fig. 48 is also shown the spiral prediction for
shallow water (=3.37 or hIT=1.3)1. Here the initial stability is
further impaired, whereas the stability in a turn is increased.

A similar effect on the initial stability is not unique, and it has
often been observed in tests with free-sailing models. According to
FunNo's tests with captive models the unstable behaviour may be
confined to a finite range of "dangerous depths", and stability may
be regained at very small under-keel clearances; this effect is traced
back to a convex character of the lever 14, drawn to a base of varying

0
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Fig. 48. T/T MALISSOMIS - Low speed spiral diagrams from computer predictions
for deep and shallow water.

which is not supported by theory, but which may perhaps be explained
by second order effects.

Another major factor governing the dependence of initial stability
on water depth is the change of Yur, however. From Fig. 38 was
seen that 17,., came out negative for the MAravioHus model, so that

the value of 1," =

Y,,
borne in mind that Yu", essentially is a measure of the small dif-
ference between large damping forces on the after- and forebodies
of the model and that effects which are not included in the simple
theory may well be displayed in the negative Yu-rc. It is obvious,
however, that rotating arm tests should include measurements at
more than two depths of water. An alternative spiral prediction
using zero IcK is presented in Fig. 49, but this alternative is not
further considered below.

much faster

It shall be

u
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Fig. 49. T/T MALmOnus Low speed spiral diagrams from computer predictions for
shallow water, showing the importance of a correct estimate of the change of Yu,

with water depth.

Fig. 50 shows predictions for 20° rudder step responses in change
of heading, yaw rate, and drift angle. The small drift angle obtained
in the shallow water case is asgociated with the large increase of
cross-flow drag. Similar results have earlier been reported by SCHMIDT-
STIEBITZ, [108].

From simulator and full scale experience is known that the helms-
man may have some difficulties of controlling the ship in manoeuvres
that involve a change of course in shallow waters. Manoeuvres by
use of auto pilots are repeatable and well suited for comparative
studies. The diagrams in Figs. 51 and 52 refer to 10° course change
manoeuvres predicted for the tanker at two speeds in deep water
and at the lower speed in shallow water, all executed using the same
normal setting of auto pilot controls. There are several overswings
in shallow water, and checking helm is large.

The final diagrams in Fig. 53 furnish a condensed illustration to
the changing problems of course control in shallow waters and in
canals. These problems are also dealt with by EDA and SAVITSKY,
[109], and in considerable detail by FUJINO, [1 1 0] .

It is assumed that the ship is moving at low speed on a straight
course parallel to the required track (in a buoyed channel, say) but
off-set 20 m to the starboard side. A signal proportional to this

0,1
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with Yor, .0

10 IS 20 25 SB
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Fig. 50. T/T Maim Computer predictions of 20° rudder step response in deep
and shallow water. Approach speed 7.6 knots.
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Fig. 51. T/T MA_LIAOHUS Computer predictions of 10° course change manoeuvres
by use of autopilot knob setting. Two speeds in deep water.
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lateral error, calling for 1 degree rudder per -in' off track, is fed into
the auto pilot. The upper curves for the free water conditions demon-
strate that the rudder ratio setting must be increased (from normal
3 to say 10) in order to stabilize the ship on the required track.
(In these diagrams off-track distance is increased compared to the
distance parallel' to original course in the proportion 20:1.) This

control works reasonably satisfactory also in shallow water, but it
tends to make the ship overshoot the centre-line in the alternative
case between parallel walls in deep water. Obviously the presence
of the near wall accelerates the first swing toward and beyond
the centre-line.

The two lower curves of Fig. 53 relate to the ship in a typical part
of the Suez canal. In the shallow water the effect of the near wall
is even more pronounced, and the stern of the ship is in danger of
hitting the bank. However, by turning down the lateral error knob
to zero the auto pilot is made to behave like the experienced helms-
man, already referred to in the introduction. Thus, the ship first
sheers bow-off the wall before the auto pilot applies a counter-rudder
in order to slowly press the ship laterally away from the wall. The
ship is seen to be almost steady on to the centre-line within two
ship lengths.

14. Some Conclusions, and Suggestions
for Future Research

The main concern of this report has been the rational synthesizing
of a mathematical model for use in analysis and simulator studies,
and a critical examination of the elements of this model. The mathe-
matical model here is a collective name for that set of equations of
motion and state conditions, which controls the engines and rudders,
and which describes the motions imposed by these controls and by
outer disturbances. There is no evidence to say that memory effects
in the presence of progressive ship surface waves or viscous pheno-

mena will violate the use of ordinary differential equations with
constant coefficients in a model designed for accurate predictions in
practical applications.

Non-dimensional coefficients and parameters have been formed in

a new systemhere designated the "bis" system as different from
the SNAME "prime" system generally in usein which the units

-

-
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for mass, length and time, respectively, are given by the mass of the
ship, m, the length, L, and the time required for travelling one ship
length at a speed corresponding to V"=FL=1, i.e. 1iL7. One partic-
ular advantage of the new system is that the physical identity and
magnitude is easily grasped. So, for instance, the derivative symbol
Y.-, indicates that it is a coefficient for the Y-force as a function
of u and v and that its magnitude is directly related to the mass
gravity of the ship. The non-linear force derivative / Y;1, is a coef-
ficient for the cross-force, which is independent of the forward speed
u (and of any other motion not displayed in the symbol). Other details
of the model are pointed out below.

The complete model is designed to handle rather complex problems
of ship operation by use of one or more rudders and propelling screws
in shallow water and in canals. Whereas this same complete model
will of course be applicable also to more simple studies, it may well
be that its complexity will then obscure the basic disclosures.

It is shown that the linearized model in general is adequate for
the simulation of course-keeping by automatic or manual control,
and that the ship dynamics may be represented just by the virtual
inertia forces as far as manual control of very large tankers is con-
cerned. This latter implies that drift and yaw velocities both remain
90° out of phase with helm deflection, and, moreover, that the
dynamic stability characteristics of the large tankers have no major
effect upon their on-straight-course behaviour, which is dominated
by the control blocks of the closed loop. Of course such a simplified
model of the hydrodynamics is no longer valid as soon as a change
of course has to be analyzed or simulated.

It is important that ship officers and pilots have an opportunity
to learn how to handle the new large ships in transient manoeuvres.
The mere access to a steady-state 4,(8)-diagram from the trial spiral
test will be of little use to them; this diagram is of more value to
the analyst when checking the programmed simulator.

The manually controlled simulator is a versatile research tool as
well as an effective training device. Experiences with the SSPA
steering and manoeuvring simulator, which has been in continuous
routine operation since the autumn 1967, do indicate that the bridge
mock-up and environmental display may be rather simple, as long
as the forward view in true perspective is wide enough. Emphasis
has therefore been placed on a correct modelling of the dynamics
of the operated systems.
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Zero-frequency values of added masses shall be used in ship manoeu-
wring calculations. Suitable diagrams have been designed, which prove
an acceptable correlation of experimental and theoretical results,
and which may also be used for application to individual cases.

In a previous report by the author results from force measurements
in oblique towing of a ship model and its divided double-body geosim
were compared with calculations by use of the zero-aspect-ratio wing
analogy. It was shown that the linear force contribution Y.uv was
dominated by the fore-body lift as predicted by the wing analogy,
again using zero-frequency section added masses and zero-FRouDE
number experiments. It was further shown that linear normal force
and yawing moment increased by an increase of FROUDE number,
much in the way given by Hu's theory. The non-linear contributions
were to be calculated from cross-flow resistances.

A certain number of stability derivative figures available to the
author are here displayed in four diagrams, which, in principle, turn
out to support the use of the wing analogy. These derivatives are all
derived from cubic fits to experimental data. It is suggestedand
so far confirmed by a limited re-analysisthat the bracketed square
type fits would furnish linear derivatives for zero FROUDE number,
which are in even better agreement with the simple wing analogy
prediction. The present analysis adopted therefore involves a cal-
culation of non-linear cross-flow second-order derivatives, then an
evaluation of the first-order derivatives by use of an analogue com-
puter and visual display, and finally a semi-empirical correction to
zero FROUDE number. The finite speed correction is included in the full
simulator model.

Screw and rudder contribute a (generally small) fin effect to a total
stability derivative, for which effect at present only rough estimates
can be made. (See above.)

The unsymmetric lateral force due to a single propeller as well as
the lateral (suction) control made possible by a twin-screw arrange-
ment are included in the mathematical model by means of contri-
butions proportional to the axial thrusts.

The forward speed equation is dominated by the influence of the
force (m Xyr)vr, recognized as the longitudinal component of the
"centrifugal force" on lateral virtual mass. In ideal-flow theory Xequals
the added mass in lateral acceleration, Yv., and it is then expected
to be almost as large as the ship mass proper. Viscous effects are likely
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It has long been realized that the use of manually controlled scale
models does not adequately simulate full-scale behaviour. By analogue
computer simulation it is here shown that the limitations placed on
model size scale factors are functions of prototype's size and steering
characteristics. Human time constants may be adjusted to some small
degree, but the dynamically scaled-down time constants for ship and
steering engine must remain large compared to the helmsman's reac-
tion time. In case of a 200,000 t.dw. tanker it appears that reliable
free-sailing steering results will only be obtained from tests with
models that are some 12 m long. (Programmed or automatically
controlled tests may well be run with smaller models; REYNOLD'S
number effects on rudder lift curve slopes become critical only in
case of models of lengths less than 5 or 4 meters. Viscous scale effects
may also be present in separation phenomena on the after-body of
full-form models of larger sizes, however.)

The simulator in each case makes use of the proper mathematical
model, for which the hydrodynamic constants are derived from theory,
from semi-empirical relations, or from new captive model tests, which
are designed to furnish the particular coefficients required. Again,
these model tests usually do not require model sizes of more than
4 or 5 m. However, tests in shallow water with small under-keel
clearances are likely to suffer from viscous scale effects, which appar-
ently tend to exaggerate the rate of increase of force with a further
reduction of clearance. (See below.) Geosim tests in shallow water
are therefore to be strongly advocated.

Whereas free sailing tests often fail to disclose the ultimate cause
of the different behaviour of two alternative designs this difference
is clearly explained by the captive test and computer technique.
This technique has certain other advantages: in particular it is possible
to apply the proper corrections for full scale wake and screw loading
to the rudder forces measured in the captive model tests.

A simple procedure is here put forth for the calculation of control
derivatives for a conventional stern rudder. This calculation is a
prerequisite for the model-to-full-scale correction just mentioned.
Further experimental information is required on the interference
between hull after-body and rudder, i.e. on the control and total
force derivatives from simultaneous measurements. It is suggested
that the inherent coupling between forces and moments due to the
rudder must be included as an additional constraint in a regression
analysis of force and moment data.

-
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to change this picture, and a recent analysis of speed loss in full-scale
turning trials indicates a much smaller value of X.

The forward speed equation here also includes a term *X241,1u Iv Iv2,
the form of which has been derived from an analysis of old data;
in contrast to the drift-depending term of other models this one
tends to zero with forward speed.

A correct prediction of forward speed is of special interest
when comparing small losses experienced when under automatic
control on a straight course, and it is absolutely essential to the
successful simulation of turning rates and trajectories of hard-over
manoeuvres. There is a need for new rotating arm tests with careful
three-component force measurements on unpropelled models.

A large portion of this report is devoted to the extension of the
mathematical model to cover the most important cases of confined
water operations, i.e. manoeuvring in shallow water and steering in
a canal. Previously existing models have been applied to these cases
by the substitution of entirely new figures in place of the free-water
derivates. The basic idea of the present approach is to simulate the
influence of growing confinement by additional terms, which are
proportional to growing confinement parameters and to their com-
binations. By a proper selection of these parameters it has been possible
to extend the formally linear domain, and so to make way for a
super-position technique; especially the suction effects due to a port
and a starboard canal wall are added in this way.

The motion of a deep-draughted full-bodied ship parallel to a quay
wall in very shallow water presents an almost two-dimensional flow
picture, which essentially is that of a RANKINE oval moving parallel
to a vertical wall. Some new results are here given from calculations
by use of the simple image theory and an analogue computer; the
theory should be valid for body-to-wall separations equal to the body
beam or more. A bank wall is to be regarded as short if its length is
less than fifteen times the length of the body, and transient phenomena
are likely to dominate during the passage of a bank with a length
less than six times the length of the body. The attraction force be-
tween body and a long wall is roughly inversely proportional to the
distance between wall and body axis, within the range of practical
interest, and the simple theory predicts forces, which are in a reason-
able quantitative agreement with experimental results for ship forms
in case of small under-keel clearances.

The three-dimensional case of a finite-draught ship moving parallel
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to a bank in deep water may be handled by use of NEwmAN's theory
for a body of revolution close to a wall. The theory predicts a suction
force, which slightly underestimates the forces measured on a pro-
pelled tanker model towed along the side wall in a ship model basin;
finite depth corrections tend to make the agreement better. The
comparison of yawing moments is obscured by bow wave and screw
action effects in the experiments. New tests with unpropelled bodies
of revolution would be of great value.

Just as does the first-order two-dimensional image theory, NEW-
MAN'S theory suggests that the suction force is essentially linearly
proportional to the parameter n=-Lld, where d is the distance from
ship centre-line to wall, measured positive to starboard. For the
problem of a ship between two parallel vertical walls it is possible
to define one port and one starboard value of this parameter, ,7 and
74, and in the first approximation the force is proportional to 71-77,--Hp;
in the middle of the canal 7)=0, and the bank effects are cancelled.
The validity of this superposition principle is confirmed by an analysis
of old DTMB model test data. Another parameter, -77)=718-7)p, is
used as a measure of the bank spacing, and it appears in coupling
terms in the regression analysis of the forces on a ship well off the
centre-line of a narrow canal. The immediate effect of a finite.T) is
to counteract the effect of 7), this to compensate for the first-order
omission of the far wall image of the first image in the near wall.
In most practical applications the canal is shallow, and if deep-water
bank effects then are used it is necessary to include a complex coupling
with the under-keel clearance parameter

The forces on a ship in turning motion have been seen to depend
on the magnitude and distribution of section added masses as well
as on the cross-flow viscous drag. Due to the under-keel blockage
added masses and cross-flow drag figures are all higher in shallow
water. Model experiment results indicate that the increase of the
linear and to some extent also that of the non-linear force derivatives
is roughly proportional to the parameter -=.77(hT); the rate of
increase is especially high for the cross-flow drag dependence.

Due to the striking non-linearities that appear in the lateral forces
in shallow water any stringent analysis of captive model tests requires
a relatively large number of data points. This is especially true when
evaluating the total lateral force derivative from rotating arm tests,
which have to be extrapolated to zero rate of yaw; that derivative
is an essential factor characterizing the dynamic stability condition.
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Viscous scale effects in effective under-keel clearance tend to ex-
aggerate the forces at large and the need for illustrating geosim
tests has already been pointed out. When making comparisons with
theory the influence of sinkage on effective under-keel clearance
must not be overlooked.

The results from INouE's recent theory may be used for a prediction
of the increase of the four stability derivatives proper in shallow
water, as is proved by the comparatively good agreement with ex-
periments. The general trend will be an increase of the inherent
dynamical stability in shallow water, i.e. in the initial stability lever
1,-1, the first member will increase and the second will decrease
monotonically. The theory fails to predict the existence of a range
of "dangerous depths", in which, according to FuJrNo's experiments,
a ship that is dynamically stable in deep as well as in very shallow
waters may loose that property; the convex character of the experi-
mental curve of versus under-keel clearance will probably have to
be explained by second-order effects, such as a forward trim, which
could move the sway damping force forward.

Up till now results from full scale trials with large tankers in deep
and shallow waters are less conclusive with regard to changes of
the stability characteristics reflected in the spiral test diagram. The
large increase of virtual inertias will make it necessary to allow ample
time for transient phases of the spiral manoeuvre, which also at a
low speed is even more sensitive to disturbances from winds and
currents. Again, the changes of the handling properties are of more
practical concern, as shallow water manoeuvring usually involves
frequent changes of course and speed.

There will be a smaller drift and a back-ward shift of the pivoting
point position in turning, mainly due to the large increase of cross-
flow drag with under-keel blockage. Due to the increased resistance
to the turning of a deep-draught ship it may be difficult to bring her
through shallow channel bends, which have been planned for ships
with larger bottom clearances.

In closed canals the requirements on bottom clearances are usually
higher than in open port approaches, as bed erosion due to canal
water back-flow must be avoided. This back-flow is responsible for
most of the increase of forward resistance in the canalin the present
model represented by additional terms in u2-# and u9C2 and the
higher screw loading is favourable to the helm efficiency of the
single-screw ship.
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In a narrow one-way canal it is essential that the helmsman keeps
the ship on the centre-line, but once off this line he should make
only careful use of the rudder and take advantage of the bank suction
effects, which, in the end, help to control the ship. This situation
has here been studied within simulator investigations of the on-track
control of a tanker with a flexible auto-pilot, moving in unrestricted
deep and shallow water, between parallel walls and in a shallow canal.
It is shown that the lateral error control of the auto-pilot is super-
fluous in the canal, and that the pilot with heading error+ rate-control
will handle the ship in the proper way: The ship sheers bow-off the
wall, the auto-pilot then calls for rudder to bring the ship back parallel
to the centre-line, and so the ship is slowly pressed laterally away
from the near bank.
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